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For surely the atoms did not hold council, assigning order to each,
flexing their keen minds with questions of place and mo-
tion and who goes where.
But shuffled and jumbled in many ways, in the course of endless
time they are buffeted, driven along, chancing upon all
motions, combinations.





1.1 Charged Particle Beams
Particle accelerators are known to the educated public because of the big, celebrated
and sometimes unjustly feared colliders [4, 5, 6, 7]. They are used for high energy physics
experiments and have greatly advanced our knowledge of elementary particle physics, in
addition to having significant side contributions to the advancement of technology, such
as the World Wide Web.
In addition to these famous machines, there exists a more diverse group of accel-
erators, that are more numerous and cover a wide range of energies, sizes and applica-
tions [8, 9]. A non-exhaustive list of the latter includes cancer therapy [10], various light
sources [11, 12], Free Electron Lasers [13, 14] and neutron sources [15, 16] used to diag-
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nose matter at very short length as well as time scales. Future applications may include
national defense [17] as well as potential drivers for inertial fusion [18].
For these applications, the goal is to not only accelerate particles to high energy,
but also to accelerate as many particles as possible while maintaining good beam quality,
meaning small beam size and small velocity spread of the particles. The requirement
of a compact phase space is based on both technical grounds, as a more localized beam
allows better control of the particle interactions, as well as on cost, since a larger beam
size will, in general, lead to larger magnets, pipes and other parts of the accelerator.
Increasing intensity poses a significant challenge, since in the vast majority of cases
the particles being accelerated belong to the same species and are charged, hence repelling
each other. Thus, adding more and more of these like charges leads to collective effects
because of space charge interactions, which become important or even dominant. In-
deed, very intense beams are in effect non-neutral plasmas and exhibit a number of com-
plex phenomena such as plasma waves and heating, making them both interesting and
challenging. Hence, for practical applications, the intensity frontier can be as important
as the more famous energy frontier.
Even in the case of high energy accelerators, where space charge effects are small
after the initial low energy stages as discussed later, the beam usually starts in a space
charge dominated regime. The collective effects at the early stages can cause a deterio-
ration in the beam quality that is practically irreversible and affects the later, high energy
stages.
The goal of this thesis is to study one particular complication that becomes impor-
tant at high beam intensities, namely the appearance of a halo of particles around the main
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beam. The existence of this halo manifestly deteriorates the beam quality, as well as intro-
ducing a number of secondary complications that hamper the operation and maintenance
of accelerator facilities. Although the study focuses on the parameter regime relevant to
the University of Maryland Electron Ring, the underlying phenomena are general. Hence,
the results and conclusions will apply, mutatis mutandi, to a wider range of intense beam
facilities.
1.2 Beam Halo and its importance in particle accelerators
Although there does not exist a commonly accepted, rigorous definition of halo for
charged particle beams, halo is a common occurence in intense beams. One example
is shown in Fig. 1.1, an experimental picture of the 23 mA beam at the University of
Maryland Electron Ring (UMER).
The existence of halo is usually associated with a number of unwanted side effects:
1. Emittance growth, which decreases the beam quality, since both the size and the
velocity spread of the beam increase.
2. Increased noise in the detectors, as halo particles participate in various interactions
in an uncontrolled fashion.
3. Uncontrolled beam loss, which can damage sensitive parts of the transport channel
as particles with high energy hit them.
4. Nuclear activation of the transport channel, if the highly energetic halo particles hit
the beam pipe. This can hamper the maintenance of the facility as well as pose
3
Figure 1.1: Experimental picture of a beam with halo in UMER.
potential health issues.
5. Emission of secondary electrons when particles hit the pipe wall, which creates and
electron cloud around the beam and complicates the dynamics of the transport in
the case of positively charged beams.
1.3 Beam halo in intense beams
Although beam halo is present in a wide range of accelerator facilities, it is a bigger
concern in the case of intense beams. This is attributed to two main reasons:
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1. A larger total number of particles means a larger absolute halo population
2. The appearance of halo is associated with collective effects, that are more important
in intense beams.
The last effect has been known in the community [19] for some time. Indeed,
Gluckstern [1] and Lagniel [20] were the first to use a particle-core model to describe the
coupling mechanism between beam core oscillations and individual particles that can lead
to halo creation. Building on that model, Wangler et al [21] concluded that there exists a
maximum extent of the beam halo and this hypothesis was tested at the LEDA experiment
in Los Alamos National Lab [22]. The LEDA experiment, as well as experiments at the
spallation neutron source, were studied in the context of halo creation by Ryne et al
using massively parallel simulations in [23]. Ikegami et al [24] discussed the effect of
quadrupole focusing channels, again in the context of particle-core models. Qiang et al
also discussed the effects of space charge in halo creation and emittance growth in [25].
The goal of this thesis is to build on those studies and in particular to take into
account the issue of self-consistency. Indeed, although the collective force that couples
the beam core to halo particles is a major factor in the creation of halo, the importance
of other, concurrent collective effects cannot be overlooked. As will be discussed later,
these can lead to a number of complications, such as the regeneration of halo.
A second goal is the study of beam halo due to non-ideal focusing fields, and in
particular skew quadrupoles. For this purpose, we compare a modified particle-core
model to self consistent particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations using the WARP code, as well
as measurements at the University of Maryland Electron Ring.
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1.4 Organization of the thesis
For this, we start in Chapter 2 by discussing the definition of beam halo and the
current model for halo creation. In Chapter 3 we discuss the evolution of non-ideal beam
distributions and the effect this has on beam halo. We also discuss the effect of mismatch
on halo creation, the properties of the resulting halo as well as implications of these
properties to the issue of halo removal or collimation. In Chapter 4 we discuss another
type of mismatch, namely rotated quadrupoles, that complicate the symmetry properties
of the system and also lead to beams with angular momentum, as well as complex halo




The particle-core model of halo creation
As we mentioned in the Introduction, one of the fundamental goals of beam physics
is to transport the maximum amount of current, keeping the transverse size and divergence
of the beam minimal. One of the most important limiting factors in the transport of intense
beams is the creation of a halo of particles around the main beam.
In this Chapter, we discuss the issue of halo definition and the theoretical basis of
understanding halo creation in an intense charged particle beam.
2.1 Fundamental Quantities of Beam Dynamics
We start by introducing some of the basic quantities of beam physics and the as-
sumptions that we make. Our first assumption is that the charged particles are well de-
scribed by classical, relativistic dynamics [26]. Hence, we can fully describe a particle
by its position x = (x, y, v) and velocity v = (vx, vy, vz), in addition to its mass m and
charge q.
In the case of a beam, the movement of the particles is highly directed in the longi-
tudinal direction, which we define to be z. We can thus simplify our analysis by working
in the so called paraxial approximation [27], in which case we have vx,y  vz for the
7















The angles x′ and y′ are thus closely related to the velocities vx and vy and in the
following the former will be used instead of the latter as phase space variables. In effect,
we are changing the independent variable in our equations from time t to the longitudinal
distance traveled z, a transformation very common in the context of beam dynamics [28].
In the case where all the particles have the same longitudinal velocity vz, we can re-
duce the dimensionality of the problem from 6 to 4 dimensions. That is done by assuming
that the beam is an infinitely long cylinder, and in the rest of the thesis we will treat the
transverse phenomena as decoupled from the longitudinal physics, unless otherwise indi-
cated. One further simplification that holds throughout the dissertation is that the beam
is not being accelerated as it travels along the transport channel. Hence, the longitudinal
velocity vz is taken to be constant, unless otherwise indicated.
Assuming that the continuum limit holds well for the charge densities discussed
[29], the most general description of the beam is contained in the Particle Distribution
Function (PDF), which is a function of 6-dimensional phase space f = f(x, vx, y, vy, z, vz)
and it is the particle number density at the point x = (x, vx, y, vy, z, vz). Under the as-
sumptions described above, we can simplify f to be a function in 4-dimensional phase




gf(x, x′, y, y′) dx dx′ dy dy′ (2.3)
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Two such quantities that are experimentally measurable and important are the rms beam
size and the rms beam divergence, defined respectively in Eqs (2.4) and (2.5) for the x














x′2f(x, x′, y, y′) d2xd2x′
)1/2
(2.5)
We should note that, in general, we do not expect the size or the divergence in x and y to
be equal.
Measuring the beam size is a routine operation in accelerator facilities, although
complications arise sometimes, especially when the diagnostic has to be non-destructive.
The most widely used method is to place a screen in the beam pipe. When the charged
particles hit the screen, photons are emitted and can be detected by a camera or other
detection devices.
The beam divergence is also directly measurable, either by pinhole measurements,
a method also used for measuring the divergence in laser beams, or by measuring the
properties of the Optical Transition Radiation (OTR) emitted when the particle beam
goes through a metallic foil [30]. The beam divergence is by definition related to the
beam temperature T in the corresponding transverse direction, as shown in Eq. (2.6):
kBTx,y = γm 〈vx,y〉2 = γmv2zθ2x,y (2.6)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
















In the case of electrons or positrons, I0 ≈ 17 kA and for ions of mass number A and
charge number Z, I0 ≈ 31Z/A MA.
The importance of K becomes apparent when we write the expression for the space
charge force acting on a single particle due to the particles that form the rest of the beam.













where x is the particle position and rb is the beam radius. We note that in the case x < rb,
the space charge force is linear in x.
In Eq. (2.7) we see that K is a measure of the space charge forces within the beam.
These forces scale with (βγ)−3 and hence become less important at high energies, some-
thing we alluded to earlier. On the other hand, the external focusing force is usually
magnetic for high energy machines and scales as γ−1 with increasing energy. Thus, with
increasing values of γ, the space charge force decreases much faster than the external
forces and for high energies the space charge force becomes neglibile.
The emittance of a beam is closely related to the beam temperature and the beam
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entropy [31, 32, 33]. It is defined in (2.10) for the x direction and similar definitions hold
for y.
ε2x = 〈x2〉 〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉
2 (2.10)
εn = βγε (2.11)
It can be shown [27] that the emittance in Eq. (2.10) is conserved in the case of constant
beam energy and forces linear in x, whereas the generalized emittance of Eq. (2.11)
is conserved even in the case of an accelerating beam. As was the case with size and
divergence, we do not in general expect the emittances in x and y to be equal. The term
< xx′ > that enters in Eq. (2.10) is called the cross-correlation term and is negative if the
beam is contracting with increasing z and positive if the beam is expanding.
The beam emittance is widely used as a ”figure of merit” for beam quality, since
a low emittance requires both a small size and a small divergence. Indeed, the average





High brightness requires both high current I and low emittance in the x and y directions,
thus giving us a quantitative measure to the concept of beam quality.
In Fig. 2.1, we see a beam with a flow that is close to laminar, or equivalently a
low-emittance, high quality beam, while in Fig .2.2 we visualize a high emittance beam.
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Figure 2.1: Laminar or low emittance beam
Figure 2.2: High emittance beam
2.2 Beam Envelope Equation
We now have all the quantities needed to write a moment equation that describes the
evolution of the beam size transported in a round pipe. For this, we include the influence
of the internal space charge force, which is linear in the case of uniform beams, and
different types of external focusing, that can be electric or magnetic in nature.
2.2.1 Smooth focusing channel
Conceptually, the simplest focusing channel is the smooth focusing channel, where
the external force applied to confine the beam is constant in z, azimuthally symmetric and
a linear function of distance from the coinciding centers of the beam and the pipe. That







where k0 is a measure of the focusing strength and is called the betatron wavenumber.













The evolution of the beam radius R can be obtained by taking moments over Eq. (2.14)










One realistic implementation of a smooth focusing channel is a long solenoid magnet, as
is the case in the Long Solenoid Experiment (LSE) associated with UMER.
2.2.2 Alternating gradient focusing
A more common setup in particle accelerators is the strong focusing channel, also
referred to as alternating gradient or FODO channel. In this case, the transport channel
consists of magnetic or electric quadrupoles. Quadrupoles have the effect of focusing on
one transverse direction while defocusing on the perpendicular transverse direction and
by reversing their polarity, we can exchange the directions of focusing and defocusing.
Hence, by placing magnets of alternating polarity along the transport channel, we can
focus the beam on average. In this case, the beam no longer has an azimuthal symmetry,
but instead the beam envelope is described by two quantities, its size in the x-direction,
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X , and its size in the y-direction, Y . The envelope equations become now:
d2X
dz2















where κ(z) is given by:
κ(z) =

κ0, 0 < z < d















< z < S
(2.18)
where d is the length of the quadrupoles and S is the distance between two quadrupoles
of the same polarity, or the periodicity of the FODO channel. The single particle equation











x2+Y 2−X2 |x| > X
(2.19)
and we have a similar equation for y. We note that although the envelope equations for X
and Y are coupled, the single particle equations for x and y are not. Hence, we can focus
on the motion of single particles along the x direction, without loss of generality.
The solutions admitted for the beam envelope in Eq. (2.15) are in general oscil-
latory. In the case of a uniform focusing channel (k = const), there can also exist a
stationary solution, with R′(z) = 0 and R(z) = Rm = const.. This case is commonly
referred to as a matched beam, and the matched beam radius Rm is given by setting
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A plot of the beam envelope and a typical particle trajectory for the case of a matched
beam is give in Fig. 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Plot of envelope (black) and single particle (red) for the case of a matched
beam in a smooth focusing channel.
We see now that the beam envelope equation is essentially a balance between three
forces, namely the external focusing force Ff = k20Rm, the internal space charge defo-
cusing force Fsc = KRm and the defocusing emittance force, which is closely related to
pressure, Fε = KRm . The dimensionless ratio of Ff to Fsc is defined as the intensity pa-














The balance of forces requires that in order to have a matched beam 0 < χ < 1. Fur-
thermore, in the case of χ < 0.5 the emittance term is dominant, and hence we have
an emittance dominated beam, while for χ > 0.5 we have a space charge dominated
beam.
In the more realistic case of a mismatched beam, we haveR′(z) 6= 0 and there exists
a periodic solution to the envelope equation. In Fig. 2.4, we show a plot of these envelope
oscillations, along with an orbit of a single particle coupled to the envelope oscillations
as described by Eqs. (2.15) and (2.14).
Figure 2.4: Plot of envelope (black) and single particle (red) for a breathing mismatch
mode in a smooth focusing channel
In the context of alternating gradient focusing, a matched beam is defined as a
beam where the envelope oscillations described by Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) have the same
periodicity S with the transport channel. That is, the beam envelope should appear the
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same when strobed with a period S in the z direction, but it no longer has cylindrical
symmetry.
In the case of a mismatch, there exist two (normal) modes of envelope oscillation,
one where X and Y oscillate in phase (also known as a breathing mode) and one where
they oscillate with a phase difference of π (the quadrupole mode). Of course this hap-
pens in addition to the oscillation due to the periodic focusing, and the result is a more
complicated picture which will be discussed later.
2.3 Equilibrium Particle Distribution Functions
In the case of a uniform focusing channel, the transverse Hamiltonian function H⊥
for a single relativistic particle is given by Eq. (2.22), as described in [34].
H =
√
m2c4 + (cP + eA)2 (2.22)
where P is the particle’s canonical momentum and A is the vector potential.
For the reasons discussed earlier, intense beams are usually non-relativistic, in








2 + ψ(x, t) (2.23)
where k20 is a measure of the external focusing force and the generalized potential ψ(x, t)
corresponds to the self forces due to space charge [34]. It can be shown [34] that any
function of the particle Hamiltonian is a stationary (
∂f
∂t
= 0) solution of the Vlasov
equation in the case of constant k0.
Three equilibrium particle distribution functions of particular importance are the
Kapchinsky-Vladimirsky (KV) distribution, the waterbag (WB) distribution and thermal
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equilibrium (TE) distribution, defined respectively by Eqs (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26).
fKV = δ (H(x,v)−H0) (2.24)
fWB = Θ (H(x,v)−H0) (2.25)






where δ and Θ are the usual delta and step functions and H0 is a characteristic energy
value. The relatively simple mathematical properties of the KV and WB distributions
make them amenable to analytical calculations, whereas the TE distribution is important
since it is expected for thermodynamic reasons that the final state of the beam should be
in this form [27].
In the case of a FODO channel, the only known equilibrium is the KV distribution.
Significant work is being done towards the goal of constructing an equilibrium distribu-
tion function for the case of alternating focusing [35], although an analytical solution does
not yet exist.
2.4 The University of Maryland Electron Ring (UMER)
The University of Maryland Electron Ring is a scaled electron experiment, used to
study the effect of intense space charge in the transport of charged particle beams. Hence,
the focus in UMER is to study the beam intensity limit, as opposed to the energy limit.
A schematic of the UMER ring is shown in Fig. 2.5
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Figure 2.5: The University of Maryland Electron Ring. Courtesy of S. Bernal
Some important parameters of the UMER facility are given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Parameters of UMER
Beam energy 10 keV Typical pulse length 100 ns
Energy spread 10 eV Circulation time 197 ns
Relativistic γ factor 1.02 Circumference 11.52 m
Relativistic β factor 0.2 Pipe diameter 15.875 mm
FODO period 0.32 m Pulse rate 20-60 Hz
UMER is able to access a wide range of the parameter χ, by aperturing the beam
and thus reducing the beam current. Important parameters for the various beams available
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in UMER are given in Table 2.2
Table 2.2: Beams available in UMER, adapted from [36] and [37]
a0
a (mm) Current Emittance r0b (cm) χ λpc (m)
(mA) (mm-mrad)
Mask 1 0.125 0.7 7.6 1.5 0.27 2.06
Mask 2 0.875 7 25.5 3.19 0.6 1.39
Mask 3 d 5×0.375 5×5.6 86.6 8.7 0.32 1.89
Mask 4 1.5 23 39 4.89 0.84 1.17
Mask 5 2.85 78 86.6 8.7 0.90 1.13
Mask 6 3.2 104 97.3 9.92 0.92 1.12
aAperture radius
bAverage matched beam radius
cPlasma wavelength
d5 apertures in a single mask
UMER is well suited to study the long term evolution of space charge phenom-
ena, since it is a ring and thus the beam can recirculate, in contrast to linear accelerators
(linacs).
The low energy of the beam allows real time interaction with the machine. On top
of that, the various UMER beams are very reproducible, something that also facilitates
operations and measurements, allowing us for example to integrate over many pulses
without introducing variations to the beam.
We can separate the UMER transport channel into 3 different sections, namely:
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1. The electron gun
2. The injection section
3. The ring FODO lattice
As discussed later, halo can arise due to phenomena in all three of these sections.
2.5 Mismatch oscillations as a source of parametric resonances
One of the mechanisms proposed to explain halo in intense particle beams is para-
metric resonance between core and single particle oscillations. Gluckstern [1] was the
first author to suggest this mechanism, as he showed that space charge couples the os-
cillations of the beam core to particles oscillating outside the core. This way, energy is
transfered from the core to the halo particles, driving them far from the core.
The analysis in [1] begins by assuming a “breathing” beam, that is a slightly mis-
matched beam in a continuous focusing channel that performs small amplitude oscilla-
tions. We can express these oscillations in r as r(z) = r0(1− ε cos pz), where ε is a small
number corresponding to the amplitude of the envelope oscillations and p is the constant
wavenumber associated with these oscillations. We can now write, substituting in Eq.
(2.14):










Θ (r − r0) +
2εK
r20
x cos pzΘ (r0 − r) (2.27)
where q2 = k20−K/r20 is the wavenumber of the single particle oscillations in the absence
of envelope oscillations and Θ(u) is the step function. By making a change of variables
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= A sinψ = r0
√
w sin Ψ (2.28)
ψ = (2q − p)z + γ (2.29)
and averaging over fast oscillations, we can show that there exists an integral of motion:
g(w)(1− h(w))ε cos Ψ = f(w)∆− t(w)− C (2.30)





, C is an integration constant and f , g, h and t are functions
of w only. We can now see that in the absence of envelope oscillations, ε = 0 and hence
the amplitude variable w is independent of the phase variable Ψ. For finite ε, we have
a parametric plot of w vs Ψ as shown in Fig. 2.6: The plot of Fig. 2.6 corresponds to
Figure 2.6: Polar plot of w vs Ψ from [1]
a period-2 map, since advancing z by m/(2πp) or 2m/(2πq) results in the same phase
Ψ. That is, two oscillations with wavenumber q correspond to one with wavenumber p.
The topology of Fig. 2.6 consists of two regions and a separatrix as a boundary between
them. The point Q is a period 1 unstable fixed point, while point S is a period 2, stable
fixed point. All orbits originating between P and Q perform oscillations around the stable,
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period 1 fixed point at the origin that are bounded by the separatrix. On the other hand,
points outside the separatrix oscillated around the period 2 stable fixed point and can
venture far from the beam core, to larger amplitudes w than the ones allowed inside of
the separatrix. In other words, the points outside the separatrix are captured in a 2:1
resonance.
2.6 Chaotic orbits as a result of parametric resonance
The model in [1] has been numerically investigated by Wangler et al [21], where
it is shown that these resonances can lead to chaotic orbits. In [21], the beam envelope
equation is written in the normalized form:
d2r
dτ 2







where τ = k0z and the parameter η is dimensionless and is related to the emittance and
generalized perveance through η = ε
k0R20
and 1 − η2 = K respectively. The matched
solution corresponds to r(τ) = 1, in which case r′(τ) = 0. The equation of motion for a









x/r2, |x| ≤ r
1/x, |x| > r
(2.32)
It is obvious that in the case of r(τ) = 1, Eq. (2.32) is not coupled to Eq. (2.31). Hence,
since it is an autonomous second order ODE, it cannot exhibit chaos, as shown in the
stroboscopic plot in Fig. On the other hand, if there is a mismatch, with a mismatch
parameter µ = r(0) 6= 1, Eq. (2.32) becomes coupled to Eq. (2.31) and the former is now
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Figure 2.7: Stroboscopic plot of the phase space in the matched case
non-autonomous, since r depends on τ . Hence, it may admit chaotic solutions, and in
fact it does, as shown in Fig. 2.8: In the left of Fig. 2.8, we have η = 0.5 and in the right
Figure 2.8: Stroboscopic plot of the phase space in the mismatched case, with µ = 0.62
η = 0.1. Thus, as we decrease the parameter η from 1 (no space charge) towards 0, we
see that the separatrix breaks and is eventually replaced by a chaotic region, as described
in chapter 7 of the textbook [38].
Based on this model, Wangler et al where able to make empirical predictions about
the extent of the halo. In particular, they found that xmax, the maximum extent of the
halo, is related to µ, the mismatch parameter, through:
xmax
a
= A+B |ln(µ)| (2.33)
where a is the beam radius corresponding to a matched solution and A, B are empirical
parameters.
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2.6.1 Periodic focusing transport channels
Ikegami [24] extended the particle-core model for halo creation to a periodic focus-
ing channel. As we mentioned before, the picture is complicated in this case since there
exist two oscillation modes, a breathing and a quadrupole one, in addition to the oscilla-
tion due to the periodicity of the focusing channel. Thus, in order to take a stroboscopic
plot of the phase space, we need to adjust the parameters of the problem so the FODO
period S and the envelope oscillation period, λb or λq for breathing and quadrupole modes
respectively, are commensurate. Ikegami et al observed that the size of the chaotic region
is bigger for the case of periodic focusing than in equivalent cases of continuous focusing,
presumably due to the fact that the beam envelope is oscillating with a larger amplitude,
as the beam is alternatively focused and defocused.
2.6.2 Experimental Measurements of Halo at LEDA
The prediction about the maximum extent of the halo stated in [21] was experi-
mentally confirmed in Allen et al [22]. For this, they used linear alternating gradient
accelerator at Los Alamos National Lab. By measuring the profile of the beam at the
diagnostic points as a function of the mismatch parameter µ = r(0), they were able to
confirm that the maximum extent of the halo follows the empirical law of Eq. (2.33):
In addition, Allen et al showed that the emittance growth resulting from halo cre-
ation was in agreement with the emittance growth predicted from thermodynamic argu-
ments, as presented in [27].
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2.7 Chapter Conclusion
In this Chapter we presented the basic concepts necessary to understand intense
beam physics. Furthermore, we presented the theoretical background for halo creation,
namely the particle-core model. As we saw, the collective effect of the beam core on indi-
vidual particles can drive particles with appropriate oscillation phases to high amplitude
oscillations, which manifest themselves as halo.
One of the important caveats of the particle-core model is the lack of self-consistency,
as the halo particles do not affect the beam core. Additionally, the evolution of the core
itself is simplified, as we assume a uniform beam with no internal degrees of freedom.
The rest of this thesis will address these shortcomings of the particle core model, and test
the predictions of the model against more accurate, self consistent simulations.
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Chapter 3
Halo Creation in a Smooth Focusing Channel
3.1 Introduction
In this Chapter we discuss the effect of an initial mismatch in the creation and
propagation of beam halo. The theoretical basis for understanding halo creation in this
case was presented in Chapter 2, were we discussed the particle-core model. As we
mentioned there, this model is not self consistent in two important ways:
1. The halo population does not couple to the main core population.
2. The model used to propagate the beam core assumes that the core keeps a constant
emittance and a uniform charge distribution.
In order to investigate how well these assumptions hold, we compare the theoretical
model with more accurate, self-consistent simulations. For this we use the WARP code
which addresses the issues mentioned and also allows us to track the halo particles in the
full 4-dimensional phase space.
WARP also allows us to investigate the effect of halo removal, as well as the prop-
erties of the halo population in different phase space projections.
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Table 3.1: Beam Parameters used in WARP simulations
Current 23mA Betatron wavenumber
√
10m−1
Emittance 48mm−mrad Beam radius 6.31mm
Beam Energy 10 keV χ 0.82
Gen. Perveance 3.3× 10−4 k/k0 0.42
3.2 Simulation Setup
In order to compare with the particle-core model, we will assume a uniform fo-
cusing channel, as the one used in Chapter 2. Furthermore, we assume an intense, non-
relativistic electron beam, with parameters given in Table 3.2, where the generalized per-















Since χ > 0.5, the beam under study is a space charge dominated beam, corresponding
to parameters close to the ones studied experimentally at the University of Maryland
Electron Ring (UMER).
The plasma wavelength λp associated with these parameters is λp = λ0/
√
2χwhere
λ0 is the betatron wavelength. In our case λ0 ≈ 1.99 m and λp ≈ 1.55 m and hence 100
m, the typical distance in the following simulations, correspond to approximately 65λp.
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This distance is sufficient for damping of mismatch oscillations to occur, as we see in the
simulations.
We initialize the beam with four different initial distributions, namely a semi-gaussian
(SG), a waterbag (WB) a Kapchinsky-Vladimirsky (KV) and a thermal equilibrium (TE)
[27]. As discussed before, the KV, WB and TE distributions are equilibrium solutions of
the Vlasov equation, but the SG distribution is not.
3.3 Definition of Beam Halo
Various exact definitions of beam halo have been proposed, based on the non-
monotonicity of the particle transverse density [1], the kurtosis of the beam distribution
[39] or the oscillation frequencies of the halo particles [40]. In addition, less rigorous
definitions such as ”uncontrolled beam losses” and ”anything undesirable” are popular
among practitioners. Indeed, in the day-to-day operation of accelerator facilities, any part
of the beam that deviates from the ideal and has sufficiently low intensity is labeled as
halo.
For our purposes, a particle will be considered to be in the halo if it ventures suf-
ficiently far from the beam center compared to the beam size. That is, a particle outside
the ellipse drawn in Fig. 3.1 will be considered as a halo particle.







where (xi, yi) is the particle position in x and y respectively, (Xrms, Yrms) the rms beam
size in the x and y directions and ρ and adjustable parameter. By changing ρ we can
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Figure 3.1: A typical beam exhibiting halo in WARP simulations. Any particles outside
the red ellipse are defined as halo.
distinguish various different halo populations.
We should note that the beam edge becomes more abrupt for space charge domi-
nated beams. Indeed, as we see in Fig. 3.2, the high space charge beam has a sharper
edge, since the Debye length associated with it is smaller1. The sharper edge in the case
of high space charge means that in principle we should expect fewer particles outside the
beam core compared to the low space charge case. Thus, for high space charge, almost
all the particles outside the beam core can be attributed to halo.
3.3.1 Determining the appropriate halo radius
In order to check if the particles labeled as halo according to our definition enter
the halo one or more times, we can calculate the percentage of the time each particle has
1For a discussion on the connection between neutral and non-neutral plasmas see Appendix A
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(a) TE distribution for low space charge (b) TE distribution for high space charge
Figure 3.2: Projection in x − y for a TE distribution for low (23 µA) and high (23 mA)
space charge. Note the more diffuse edge of the low space charge beam
spent in the halo. In Fig. 3.3 we plot the distribution of these percentages, for different
values of the ρ parameter defined in Eq 3.4.
One important feature of Fig. 3.3 that the maximum of the distribution decreases
with increasing values of ρ. This is to be expected, since the further away we put the halo
boundary, the longer it takes the particles to reach it.
Another feature that justifies our use of this halo definition is that a very small
number of particles spends a short time in the halo. Thus, we have a strong indication that
most of the particles labeled as halo by our algorithm do indeed re-enter the halo and are
not just singular outliers. In the following, we use the criterion of Eq. (3.4) with ρ =1.9,
but save the halo particles for a range of halo radii.
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Figure 3.3: Histogram of times spent in the halo according to definition of Eq. 3.4 for
ρ =1.5 (black), 1.7 (red) and 1.9 (blue). Note that only a small number of particles spend
a small fraction of their time in the halo for all cases, and most of the particles re-enter
the halo.
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3.4 Convergence of PIC simulations
A common problem in the case of long numerical simulations is the issue of error
propagation. As is well known, the numerical error in the rms moments when we approx-
imate the continuous particle distribution function with N particles is of order O( 1√
N
)
[41]. Hence quantities that depend on the beam moments, such as the total space charge
force acting on particles, will have an error of the same order.
Additionally, in the case of halo studies, the halo population is in general much
smaller than the main beam population. This forces us to use a high total number of par-
ticles, in order to ensure that the statistics in the halo, as well as the core, are satisfactory.
The results presented in the rest of this thesis have been thoroughly tested and
shown to have the appropriate scalings with increasing number of particles. In partic-
ular, for most of the cases, it was found that 106 particles were sufficient and the results
were convergent and agreed with the case of N = 4 × 106. This number is roughly an
order of magnitude bigger than the 105 required for convergence, for the same simulation
length, when we are only interested in second order moments such as size and emittance.
The numerical errors relevant to our simulations can be broadly classified into two
categories:
1. Errors due to the finite accuracy of the arithmetic operations performed by the com-
puter.
2. Errors due to the finite accuracy of the numerical methods used to calculate the
electromagnetic fields and propagate the particles.
For the numerical parameters used in this thesis, the first class of errors is much
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smaller than the second and can be addressed by increasing the accuracy of the number
type used. For all the simulations presented, we used double precision arithmetics, which
are sufficiently accurate for the length of simulations performed.
In the case of the WARP PIC code, we used a leap-frog method for the numerical
integration of the differential equations describing the particle trajectories. This method is
known to be symplectic [42], that is it preserves the symplectic structure of the underlying
physical system, assuming the latter is Hamiltonian.
This has important implications for the numerical stability of the simulations, as
symplectic integrators solve a Hamiltonian system to machine precision. The errors in
this case are due to the finite order of the method, since the integrator solves to machine
a Hamiltonian system that deviates from the desired one.
The leap-from integrator used is a second order method with regards to the step
size, that is the error per step is of the order O((dz)3). The most important condition in
choosing a step size is to have enough steps to resolve the relevant length scales. In the
case of a mismatched beam in a smooth focusing channel, the relevant length scale is the
plasma wavelength, which is of the order of 1.55 m, much larger than the step used which
is dz =4 mm.
In order to have good spatial resolution, we need to resolve scales less than a De-
bye length, particularly within the core. In the following simulations, the scale for dx
and dy was 0.195 mm, roughly 4 times smaller than the transverse Debye length which
was 0.9 mm. On the other hand, we need to make sure that enough macroparticles are
within a cell in order to avoid statistical errors. Within the beam core, we have around
20 macroparticles per cell, whereas in the halo region the occupancy is much lower. This
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could lead to problems due to self-fields in the halo region, but the dominant fields there
are the external focusing and the electric field from the bulk of the beam. That is, the field
from a single particle is much smaller than the long range fields, and hence errors in it do
not severely affect the convergence properties of the simulation.
Another issue that can affect the accuracy of PIC simulations is the finite number
of macroparticles used. As discussed before, in most of our PIC simulations we used
106 macroparticles to simulate the behavior of a real system comprising of 109. Some
numerical phenomena associated with a small number of macroparticles in PIC codes are
numerical collisions [43] and averaging errors.
In order to ensure that the phenomena observed in our simulations were real, we
scaled up the number of particles by a factor of 4. If numerical collisions or other nu-
merical artifacts associated with the number of macroparticles were present, the results
should differ in the measurable quantities, such as emittance or, specific to our case, the
number of particles in the beam halo. This was not observed, and indeed both these met-
rics were very close for runs with 106 and 4 × 106 particles. In particular, for a sample
run the first case exhibited a final emittance of 49.1582541 mm-mrad, while the value
from the second run was 49.0127378 mm-mrad. This corresponds to a fractional error of
|49.0127378−49.1582541|
49.0127378
' 0.3%. On the other hand, the error expected in average quantities
such as the emittance is of the order 1√
N
' 0.1%, that is both errors are of the same order
of magnitude.
The distribution of halo particles in the two cases is shown in Fig. 3.4, where the
halo particles are ploted with red, and the core particles with black. The percentage
of particles in the halo is 0.6872% for the case with N = 106 and 0.682275% for the
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N = 4 × 106 case, giving a fractional error of ∼ 0.7%, again in the same order of
magnitude as the 1√
N
limit.
(a) 106 particle simulation (b) 4× 106 particle simulation
Figure 3.4: Comparison of halo creation under identical conditions forN = 106 (left) and
N = 4 × 106 (right) macroparticles. Only 106 particles are plotted for the second case.
The percentage of particles in the halo is the same for both cases, within the averaging
error.
As discussed in Chapter 2, we expect a number of particle trajectories during the
halo creation process to be chaotic, at least intermittently [44]. This can complicate the
comparison of our numerical model to a physical system, since by definition chaotic sys-
tems exhibit sensitive dependence on initial conditions. This problem is of course not
unique to simulations of particle beams, but is relevant for all chaotic systems. Discus-
sions in the literature [38, 45] suggest that the property of shadowing can alleviate that
problem. The shadowing property states that even though the true trajectory of a particle
diverges from the simulated trajectory, there exists a real particle, different than the orig-
inal one, with a trajectory close to the simulated trajectory. Thus, even though tracking
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single particles is subject to the problem of sensitivity to initial conditions, tracking global
properties, such as the phase space structure, is more reliable.
The numerical parameters used in our simulations are given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Input parameters for the WARP code
Number of particles 106 Timestep dt 6.84×10−11 s
Grid size nx × ny 512× 512 Step size dz 4 mm
Particle weight a 2362 Number of steps 25000
anumber of real particles corresponing to one macroparticle
3.5 Initial Distribution Effects
3.5.1 Evolution of the beam distribution
In real accelerators, the Particle Distribution Function f is neither a simple function
of the phase space variables nor an equilibrium solution of the Vlasov equation (A.4).
Hence, the PDF evolves in time, instead of remaining at an equilibrium state and can
exhibit a very complicated structure [46, 47].
Indeed, it has been known since the 1970s that in the case of intense beams, internal
oscillatory modes can arise in the case of mismatch. Gluckstern [46] was the first to
study the stability of these modes, using a Kapchinsky-Vladimirsky model for the beam
distribution. The stability analysis was extended to a more physical warm fluid model of
the beam by Lund and Davidson in [47], where they recovered some, but not all, of the
modes predicted by Gluckstern.
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Recent work by Lund et al [48, 49, 50, 50] has extended the stability analysis fur-
ther, predicting instabilities that can lead to rapid halo creation in the case of intense
focusing of the beam. In the rest of this Chapter, we take care to avoid these rapid insta-
bilities, by applying a weaker focusing force than the one discussed by Lund.
3.5.2 Beam distributions arising from the electron gun
In the case of a thermionic gun, the electrons being emitted from a heated cathode,
are expected in general to have a uniform distribution in configuration space, assuming a
uniform cathode surface, and a gaussian distribution in the velocities of the particles, with
variance related to the cathode temperature.
Such a distribution is known as a semi-gaussian (SG) and, as discussed, is not in
equilibrium but has been shown to evolve and to exhibit transverse space charge waves.
The functional form of the SG distribution is given in Eq. (3.5)







where n0 is the constant, transverse number density and T⊥ the transverse electron tem-
perature.
Additionally, in the case of the UMER gun, we have a grid biased at a voltage
value 30-45 V, in order to control the beam pulse. This has been shown [51, 36] to
lead to a hollow velocity distribution. Furthermore, the geometry of the gun can lead to
a significant halo population, as discussed in [3]. The former case can complicate the
phase space dynamics, but does not lead to halo by itself, whereas the latter case has been
corrected by improved alignment of the cathode. Hence, in the following we will focus
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on the SG distribution, since it is the more general case.
3.5.3 Comparison of different initial distributions
In Fig. 3.5, we show the evolution of the emittance for four different initial distri-
butions, the KV, WB and TE which are equilibria and the SG which is not. We note that
Figure 3.5: Emittance evolution for 4 different initial distributions that are mismatched.
KV:black, SG: red, TE:blue, WB:magenta
the TE and SG distributions exhibit very similar behaviour, whereas the KV has initially
lower emittance but eventually ends up in the same emittance value as the former two.
The WB distribution does not exhibit any emittance growth.
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Furtermore, in Fig. 3.6 we show the evolution of the total number of halo particles
with z, the distance travelled. As was the case with emittance, the TE and SG distributions
Figure 3.6: Evolution of the total number of halo particles for 4 different initial distribu-
tions that are mismatched. KV:black, SG:red, TE:blue,WB: magenta
follow each other closely, whereas the KV shows a slower build-up of the halo. Again,
the WB distribution shows no halo creation.
In order to understand why the KV and particularly the WB distributions show a
different behavior, we need to take into account their singular character. As we saw in
the definition of those distributions in Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25), their projections in config-
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uration space have a sharp boundary. That is, for these two distributions, there do not
exist particles outside the beam core initially, which means that no particles can satisfy
the 2:1 resonance condition, as discussed in Chapter 2. Hence, because of this unphysical
constraint, the creation of halo is suppressed in these two cases.
In the case of the KV distribution, the particle population is inverted [52] in the
sense that all the particles have the same energy. This causes the KV to be unstable, and
thus after a few oscillations of the beam core the instabilities grow and particles can escape
from the sharp boundary of the beam and eventually create the halo. On the other hand,
the WB distribution does not exhibit instabilities, at least for this value of perturbation
and in the length scale under study, and the particles are contained within the beam core.
Another important point is that the total emittance of the beam converges for the
three cases where halo is present, whereas the number of halo particles does not. This is
attributed to the fact that the free energy associated with the introduction of the perturba-
tion is the same for all cases, and is much higher than the internal free energy differences
of the various distributions. Thus, as discussed in Ref. [27], the available energy for ther-
malization that leads to emittance growth is roughly the same, as long as the appropriate
mechanism for halo creation exists.
Furthermore, we can intuitively see that the particles in the halo are screened from
the electric field fluctuations within the beam core and are only affected by the total field.
On the other hand, particles within the beam core are affected by these fluctuations, which
can change the phase and frequency of their oscillatory trajectories. Thus, we expect
that different internal fields will lead to different particles satisfying the 2:1 resonance
condition with the core oscillations, and thus create the halo.
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3.5.4 Clump tracking
We can visualize the evolution of localized regions of phase space by tracking small
clumps of particles, a standard tracer method in simulations [53]. Hence, we seed particle
clumps with small size and velocity spread, at different location within the 4-dimensional
phase space.
(a) Initial SG distribution (b) SG beam after 1 UMER turn
(c) Initial 0 current beam (d) 0 current beam after 1 UMER turn
Figure 3.7: Evolution of localized particle clamps in phase space for a SG and a 0 current
beam
As shown in Fig. 3.7, the evolution of localized tracers in phase space varies greatly
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in the different cases. Moreover, comparing Fig. 3.7(d) that corresponds to a zero space
charge beam with Fig. 3.7(b) that corresponds to an intense beam, we see that the clumps
stay localized in the first case, but not in the second.
We can quantify the evolution of the clumps by using the clump emittance as a
measure of the area in phase space. In this case, the clump emittances in the case of the
0 current beam show roughly linear growth, while some of the clumps in the SG beam
exhibit exponential growth in emittance, as shown in Fig. 3.8
(a) 0 current clump emittances (b) SG clump emittances
Figure 3.8: Evolution of clump emittance for the 0 current and the SG case. Color coding
corresponds to Fig. 3.7. Note the logarithmic scale.
This is an example of the complexity exhibited by intense beams, since this spread-
ing of localized regions in phase space indicates that the properties of individual particles,
such as their oscillation frequency and phase, cannot be assumed to remain constant, and
indeed vary greatly. In Chapter 2 we discussed the dependence of halo creation on the
resonance properties of individual particles, which were then assumed to be constant.
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3.6 Phase space distribution of halo population
In this section, we discuss the properties of the phase space distribution of the halo,
when the initial mismatch leads to a breathing oscillation mode of the beam envelope.
In particular, we see that in the cases where a halo develops, the halo particles oc-
cupy a peanut-shaped region of r− r′ space, indicating that the dynamics of halo creation
are indeed described by the parametric resonance process outlined in [1, 21].
Since the beam distributions used in the simulations have cylindrical symmetry,
plots is the r − r′ projections of phase space are better suited to capture the underlying
symmetries, whereas projections in x or y can be misleading.
In Figs. 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11, we show the r − r′ phase spaces for 3 different cases
of the thermal equilibrium distribution, a matched case, a case with 20% mismatch that
shows little halo corresponding to 0.687% of the total particle number and a case with
50% mismatch that shows a more extensive halo, corresponding to 5.963% of the total
particle population.
3.6.1 Spatial distribution of the halo particles
As we noted in the preceding section, the particles that constitute the halo popu-
lation are distributed almost uniformly in x − y space. That is, at each instance only
a portion of the total halo population is outside of the beam edge, while the remainder
appear within the beam core in the transverse x− y projection. This has important impli-
cations for halo removal, to be discussed later.
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(a) x− y space (b) r − r′ space
Figure 3.9: Matched case, no halo observed in x− y or r − r′
(a) x− y space (b) r − r′ space
Figure 3.10: 20% mismatch case, halo is 0.7% of total particles and is observed in both
projections
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(a) x− y space (b) r − r′ space
Figure 3.11: 50% mismatch case, halo is 5.9% of total particles and is observed in both
projections
3.6.2 Velocity distribution of the halo particles
The velocity space projection of the beam core (black) and the beam halo (red)
particles is shown if Fig. 3.12.
We can furthermore apply a similar criterion for the definition of halo in velocity









i are the particle velocities in x and y and θx, θy the rms beam divergence.
The total halo population as defined by Eq. (3.6) is found to be practically identical
to the one defined according to the criterion of Eq. (3.4), as shown in Fig. 3.13
We should note that the evolution of the total halo population is not identical for the
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Figure 3.12: Velocity space distribution of core (black) and halo (red) particles. Note that
the halo has a bigger rms divergence
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(a) Configuration space halo population (b) Velocity space halo population
Figure 3.13: Comparison of the total halo population according to the criteria in Eqs. (3.4)
and (3.6). Note that the populations derived by the two separate criteria are identical.
2 criteria, but eventually leads to the same number, as shown in Fig. 3.14
Associating a bigger rms divergence, as well as a rms size, to the halo population
has important implications for diagnostics, such as Optical Transition Radiation [54]. In
Ref. [54] it was observed that for certain complex beams, the best fit with the experi-
mental data was obtained under the assumption that the beam consisted of two separate
populations in x−y, with two different rms sizes, and two separate populations in x′−y′,
with two distinct rms divergence values.
This observation is supported by the simulations presented here, as the halo popu-
lation is associated with rms size and divergence higher than the ones corresponding to
the beam core.
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Figure 3.14: Evolution of the total number of halo particles for velocity space (red) and
configuration space halo (black). Note the convergence of the two totals.
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3.7 Quadrupole mode mismatch
Instead of a breathing, axisymmetric mode, we can also launch a quadruople mis-
match mode, in which case the beam size in x, Xrms oscillates with a phase difference of
π rads compared to the oscillations of Yrms.
In Fig. 3.15 we see the r − r′ projection of the particle distribution (in black) as
well as the halo population (in red). Since we no longer have azimuthal symmetry, the
(a) r − r′ projection of the total particle
population
(b) r− r′ projection of the halo population
(red)
Figure 3.15: Comparison of the total particle population and the halo (red)
resonance island is smeared compared to the breathing mode case.
3.8 Halo removal methods
The method most commonly used to mitigate halo is collimation, although more
elaborate schemes that employ nonlinear focusing fields have been proposed [55]. During
collimation, one or more apertures are used to scrape the halo particles. This process is
complicated by the fact that at any specific point along the beam line, some of the halo
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particles are inside the core. These particles have high velocities, and will eventually go
outside the beam core, but they can obviously not be scraped.
Indeed, as we see in Fig. 3.16, collimating only the visible halo would result in
eliminating only around 10% of the total halo population. Hence, collimation at a single
point would result in the halo reappearing later on, to a lesser but still significant extent.
Figure 3.16: Total number of particles in the halo (black) and instantaneous number (red).
At any given distance, only the red population forms the visible halo
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3.8.1 Ideal collimation
In addition to the halo regeneration mechanism discussed previously, where the
majority of the resonant particles are not removed when a single collimating aperture is
applied, there is also the issue of new particles becoming resonant and thus reform the
halo population.
In the simulations, we can apply an ideal collimator, in the sense that we can remove
all particles tagged as ”halo particles”. This way, we do not only eliminate the particles
that are far from the beam core, but also the halo particles that are instantaneously in the
core, but have high transverse velocities and would reform the halo downstream.
We can apply this procedure in two cases, one at the beginning of the simulation,
when the beam core performs oscillations and after we transport the beam for a significant
distance, in which case the core oscillations have been damped. A graphical view of the
procedure is given in Figs 3.17 and 3.18 for the first case and Figs 3.20 and 3.21 for the
second case.
We note that in the first case, the halo is regenerated, as the core oscillations res-
onate with new particles. This is not a trivial point, since the new halo particles were
not resonant before, but apparently have been shifted in phase space. The possibility of
numerical collisions has been eliminated, since increasing the number of particles gives
identical results.
We can conclude now that this phase space mixing is a collective phenomenon, due
to the internal, collective space charge force. This is in agreement with earlier work on
chaotic mixing in the case of intense beams and gravitational systems, as discussed in
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Figure 3.17: Ideal collimation of halo particles (red) in r − r′, at z = 0 m
Figure 3.18: Ideal collimation of halo particles (red) in x− y, at z = 0 m
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Figure 3.19: Reappearance of the halo at z = 100m = 65λp, after an ideal collimator is
applied at z = 0 m. Compare with Fig. 3.11
Figure 3.20: Ideal collimation of halo particles (red) in r − r′ at z = 100x = 65λp, after
the beam oscillations have been damped
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Figure 3.21: Ideal collimation of halo particles (red) in x − y at z = 100x = 65λp, after
the beam oscillations are damped
Figure 3.22: Only a small portion of the halo reappears after an ideal collimator is applied
at the beginning of the run. Compare with Fig. 3.11
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[56] and references therein.
On the other hand, if we apply our ideal collimation scheme after the beam has
reached a steady state, the halo does not reappear, since the driving mechanism is no
longer present. Although we still expect collective space charge forces to redistribute the
particles, this does not lead to core oscillations, as long as the number of particles in the
halo is small.
3.9 Comparison with particle-core model
As discussed in Chapter 2, the particle-core model explains halo creation in the
cases we simulated through a parametric resonance mechanism. In the case of axisym-
metric beams, this leads to a distinct pattern in phase space, as shown in Fig. 3.23, where
we compare the particle-core model to WARP, without adjusting any parameters.
We see that in Fig. 3.23 we have very good agreement between the two simulation
models in the structure of the resonance island, but not at the exact location of the reso-
nance or the size of the beam. This is due to emittance increase in the WARP run, from
48 to 70, mm-mrad, an effect that is not included in the particle core model.
We should note first that in Fig. 3.23, the beam core oscillations have been damped,
and no longer drive a parametric resonance. Nevertheless, the particles that had been
pushed to the halo continue to have high transverse kinetic energies and hence they con-
tinue to perform high amplitude oscillations.
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of WARP (black) and particle-core (red) phase space structure
at z = 100x = 65λp.
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3.10 Chapter Conclusion
In this Chapter we discussed the effects of initial distribution and space charge on
the detailed evolution of the particle distribution function. We saw that although the emit-
tance growth associated with halo creation is the same for the cases studied, the total
number of halo particles differs. This difference is attributed to the detailed structure of
the phase space within the beam core that leads to a different number of particles satis-
fying the parametric resonance condition necessary for halo creation. We can thus focus
on the TE distribution, knowing that the qualitative features of the halo remain the same
for all cases, whereas the detailed structure depends significantly on the particulars of the
beam distribution and thus must be measured experimentally. In this Chapter we have
compared the predictions of the particle-core model of halo creation with self-consistent
PIC simulations using WARP. We see that, in the case of a mismatched beam, the predic-
tions of the model agree with the simulations in the case of resonance structure and halo
extent.
This agreement though does not hold in the important issue of halo regeneration. In
particular, the effect of space charge is to mix particles in phase space and thus to push
new particles into the resonance, something that cannot be modelled by the simple, linear
particle-core model.
Furthermore, we were able to associate the halo in configuration (x− y) space with
the halo in velocity (x′ − y′) space, and we found that the two population coincide. This
has important implications for halo diagnostics that can measure the velocity distribution
of a beam, such as Optical Transition Radiation.
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Chapter 4
Skew Quadrupoles and Halo Creation
A realistic quadrupole transport channel, such as the one in UMER, will in gen-
eral have a number of quadrupole errors, due to mechanical and electrical defects in the
position and construction of the magnets. In this chapter, we will discuss the effects of
one particular type of quadrupole misalignment, namely skewness, which occurs when
the axes of one or more quadrupoles are not parallel to the axes defined by the rest of the
transport channel. This is closely related to the case of having the frame defined by the
beam axes forming an angle with the frame of the transport channel.
This kind of misalignment has been studied before in the context of intense beams.
In particular, Chernin [57] was the first to derive an rms envelope equation for a beam
coasting in a FODO lattice with at least one skew quadrupole. Barnard et al [58, 59]
rederived the rms envelope equations and consequently discovered two new conserved
quantities and a new type of oscillatory mode for the beam envelope. Building on that,
Kishek et al [60] discussed the effect of small, random rotations of the quadrupoles, while
Franchetti et al [61] studied the effect of the coupling between the x and y directions that
is introduced by the presence of skew quadrupoles The association between beam halos
and skew quadrupoles was first made by Kishek et al in [62].
In this chapter, we will discuss the effect of skew quadrupoles, or rotational mis-
matches, to a space charge dominated beam, in the context of halo creation. In section
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4.1, we review the basic theory of beam envelope equations in a skew quadrupole chan-
nel. Section 4.2 describes a particle core model constructed to study halo creation in the
presence of rotations, while 4.3 presents WARP simulations of the same case. Continu-
ing to section 4.4 we discuss the experimental setup used, and in 4.5 we compare WARP
simulations to experiments performed at UMER. Finally, the conclusions and discussion
are presented in section 4.5.
4.1 Beam evolution with rotational mismatches
As discussed before, we have a skew quadrupole when the axes defined by the beam
ellipse do not coincide with the planes of the quadrupole field or with the lab frame. This
is shown graphically in Fig. 4.1, where the beam frame is defined by the (xb, yb) axes, the
quadrupole frame by the (x0, y0) axes and the lab frame by (x, y). The angle α in Fig. 4.1
Figure 4.1: Lab frame (x, y) (black), beam frame (xb, yb) (green) and quadrupole frame
(x0, y0) (red)
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where we follow the notation in [58] and the operator ∆ is defined in terms of the <>
operator of Eq. (2.3).
∆ab =< ab > − < a >< b > (4.2)
We note that in the case of ∆x2 = ∆y2, there exists an ambiguity in the definition of the
angle α, as we can have either an elliptical beam with α = 45◦ or a circular beam, in
which case α is not defined. Because of this, special care should be taken in the numeric
calculations to distinguish between the two cases.
Without going into the detailed derivations, we can write for the time evolution of
the beam moments in the lab frame, under the assumption of linear space charge forces
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= ∆x′y + ∆xy′ (4.9)
d∆x′y
dz













where we have used the notation in Ref. [58] and the coefficients Kab are defined as
follows:
Kxx = Kqxx +Ksxx
Kxy = Kyx = Kqxy +Ksxy
Kyy = Kqyy +Ksyy
The K coefficients with subscript s are related to the space charge force and the
rotation angle α of the beam with respect to the lab frame, whereas theK coefficients with
subscript q are related to the external forces and the angle θ between the transport lattice
and the lab frame. In the following, we present the expressions for all the coefficients for
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completeness:
Kqxx = Kqx0 cos 2θ (4.13)
Kqxy = Kqyx = Kqx0 sin 2θ (4.14)
Kqyy =

−Kqxx for alternating focusing
Kqxx for uniform focusing
(4.15)
and:
Ksxx = Ksxb cos
2 α +Ksyb sin
2 α (4.16)
Ksxy = (Ksxb −Ksyb) sinα cosα (4.17)
Ksyy = Ksyb cos
2 α +Ksxb sin
2 α (4.18)
The information about the external forces is contained in Kqx0, while the perveance K of
the beam enters through Ksxb and Ksyb, as shown in Eqs (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21).
Kqx0 =

−k2β0 for uniform focusing
eB′
meβc























where the moments with subscript b refer to the moments in the beam frame.
Using this model, Barnard was able to derive two conserved quantities that are
closely related to the emittances in x and y, and are a special case of the generalized
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From the analysis of the moment equations (4.3)-(4.12), Barnard and Losic concluded in
Ref. [59] that there exist three types of oscillatory modes for the beam envelope, namely:
1. A breathing mode, where ∆x2 and ∆y2 oscillate in phase
2. Two quadrupole modes, where ∆x2 and ∆y2 oscillate with a 90◦ difference in phase
3. A new, low frequency, rotating mode
The stability analysis of these modes is presented in Ref. [59] and in the rest of this
chapter we assume that we are within the stability limits of those modes.
4.2 Particle-core model for rotating beams
As discussed previously, the particle-core model proposes a mechanism for halo
creation as a result of the parametric resonance between the beam core oscillations and
individual particles’ betatron oscillations. In the case of a skew beam (or equivalently a
skew quadrupole), there exists a new class of envelope oscillations, due to the rotation
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of the beam ellipse in transverse space. This new type of oscillation can also couple to
single particle betatron oscillations, potentially leading to halo creation.
In this section, we develop an extended particle-core model that includes the effects
of rotation. As discussed in Chapter 3, this will lead to a better understanding of the halo
formation process, but not necessarily to a complete description, since the particle-core
model is, in this case as in Chapter 3, not self consistent.
4.2.1 Electric field from an elliptical charge distribution
In order to model the effect of a uniform elliptical charge distribution to a single
test particle at an arbitrary position inside and outside of the beam, we use the approach
and expressions derived in Ref. [64]. The expressions are greatly simplified if we make
use of complex variables, as it can be shown that in a charge free region, the electric field
E(x) is a function of the complex conjugate z̄ of the transverse position z = x+ iy. This
follows from the properties of the E field in vacuum, where:












Eq. (4.25) are essentially the Cauchy-Riemann equations for the E field, which means
that in charge free space, E is a function of z̄ = x− iy only.
We can now define the auxiliary complex variables z̄ and ξ for an arbitrary point
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(x0, y0) as follows:








We can now calculate the complex field E(x0) as follows:










where λ is the charge density of the beam, which we assume to be uniform, and the beam
envelope parameters a and b can be calculated from the beam moments in the lab frame
from Eqs (4.29) and (4.30):
a2 = 2∆x2 (4.29)
b2 = 2∆y2 (4.30)
The real fields Ex = Re E and Ey = Im E correspond to the x and y components of the
electric field at the point (x0, y0).
4.2.2 Model
We now have all the equations needed to construct a generalized particle-core model
along the lines of Gluckstern’s model in Ref. [1] in order to better understand halo creation
from skew quadrupole effects. That is, we have models that describe:
1. The rms envelope equations that describe the evolution of the beam core.
2. The electric field due to the presence of an arbitrary elliptical charge distribution,
i.e. the effect of the beam envelope on a test particle.
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Combining these two models, we can construct a code that calculates the evolution of the
beam core, as well as the trajectories of test particles, for a FODO transport channel.
To simplify the analysis, we assume that all the quadrupoles in our transport system
are well aligned, as in Ref. [62], but the beam enters the channel at some angle with
respect to the quadrupoles’ axes. Referring to Fig. 4.1, this is equivalent to having the
angle θ = 0, but the angle α 6= 0. At every time step of the numerical integration, we save
the positions and velocities of the test particle, as well as all the second order moments
of the beam core. Of course, we are mostly interested in the size of the beam in x and
y, namely ∆x2 and ∆y2, since the electric field that couples the core to the halo particles
depends only on those moments, at least within our model.
As a first step, we plot the phase space trajectories of single particles with initial x
position uniformly distributed between 0 and 3 r0, and 0 initial y position and velocity.
The case of 0 skew angle is shown in Fig. 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Phase space (x − x′) and transverse space (x − y) plot of a single particle
trajectory for and initial beam skew of 0◦
Comparing these plots with the ones in Fig. 4.3 for an initial beam skew of 2◦ and
identical initial conditions for the single particles, we see that the maximum extent of the
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halo does not seem to depend strongly on the initial mismatch angle.
Figure 4.3: Phase space (x − x′) and transverse space (x − y) plot of a single particle
trajectory for initial beam skew of 2◦. Same scale as Fig. 4.2
We define the maximum halo extent at any time step as the distance from the beam
center of the most distant particle, which is not necessarily the same particle throughout
the simulation. It is plotted as a function of initial skew angle in Fig. 4.4, where we see
that although the maximum extent of the beam halo, as predicted by the particle-core
model, is a monotonically increasing function of the initial skew angle, the change is
relatively small, at around 6.25% for a 10 degree skew mismatch.
4.3 Comparison of particle-core with WARP
As discussed in Chapter 3, the WARP Particle-In-Cell code is ideally suited for
simulating charged particle beams in the energy and density regime relevant to the UMER
parameters.
For the purpose of our simulations, we used an accurate model of UMER in WARP
that includes the measured fields of the solenoid, dipole and quadrupole magnets in the
transport channel, based on the UMERGeometry module developed by Prof. Kishek.
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Figure 4.4: Maximum halo extent as a function of initial skew angle, prediction of the
particle core model.
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The skew quadrupole, which is placed at the injection quadrupole Q6, was modeled as a
linear element.
In the previous section, we saw that the particle-core simulations predict a weak
dependence of the halo extent on initial skew mismatch. In Fig. 4.5, we compare WARP
simulations for initial skew angles of 2◦ and 10◦ degrees, plotting the beam envelope and
the maximum halo extent, which is calculated at every time step and, as in the case of the
particle core model, is defined as the maximum particle distance from the beam center.
In Fig. 4.6, we compare the prediction of the particle-core model and WARP for the
(a) Init. skew: 2◦ (b) Init. skew: 10◦
Figure 4.5: Comparison of the maximum halo extent from WARP for 2◦ and 10◦ degrees
of initial skew mismatch
maximum halo extent as well as the beam radius. As we see in Fig. 4.6, the particle-core
model shows a weaker dependence of the maximum halo extent on the initial skew angle
than the WARP simulations. Indeed, as we discussed earlier, the particle core model does
not include effects such as emittance growth and, in this particular case, the damping of
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of WARP (black) and particle-core (red) prediction for the max-
imum extent of the halo as a function of initial skew angle, for 100 mA. The matched
beam envelope radius is shown in green.
the beam rotation modes. It should be noted though, that in both cases a maximum extent
is predicted and that it is 2-3 times larger than the matched beam radius.
We can thus conclude that, as was the case for the simpler particle-core model de-
scribed in Chapter 3, the self-consistency of PIC simulations leads to different predictions.
In this case, the differences are more significant, as the beam is perturbed even more and
emittance growth is now larger.
4.4 Experimental Setup
Seeing that the comparison between simulations and the particle core model do not
give satisfactory agreement, we must move to experiments, in order to check which of the
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two cases is closer to reality. As discussed before, UMER provides a very good test bed
for this type of studies, and indeed skew quadrupole experiments have been performed
before [2], albeit for a shorter distance. In the rest of this section, we briefly describe the
experimental setup we used for our measurements.
4.4.1 Phosphor screens
The simplest way to measure the transverse properties of the UMER beam is to take
a picture of the beam, by using a phosphor screen. These screens are located at diagnostic
chambers positioned every 64 cm along the ring.
In particular, the screens are coated with P-43 phosphor (Gd2O2S : Tb), that has a
response time of 1.6 µs and a peak emission at 545 nm. The response time is much longer
than the beam pulse duration of 100 ns, and thus the screen in effect integrates over the
whole pulse. That is, any time dependent phenomena cannot be resolved in our case.
4.4.2 Digital camera system
In order to capture the image of the beam, we used an IMPEX charged coupled
device (CCD) camera [36]. It can operate in 8- or 12-bit modes, and in the following
8-bit pictures are shown, even though the analysis of the data was done using the full,
12-bit dynamic range of the camera.
The camera has a maximum shutter frequency of 20 Hz, and hence the beam pulse
frequency was reduced from the usual 60 Hz. We do not expect this to cause any differ-
ence, since the circulation time is much higher than the repetition rate.
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In the case of faint beams, we had the option of integrating over multiple frames,
thus linearly increasing the light intensity at each point. This is preferable to increasing
the gain of the camera, as the latter procedure does not preserve the linearity as well.
4.4.3 Printed circuit skew quadrupole
In order to compare the WARP simulations with the experiment, we made use of
the printed-circuit magnets that were constructed by H. Li [2]. The skew and normal
components of the printed-circuit magnet are shown in Fig. 4.7 If the current Is through
Figure 4.7: The skew and normal components of the printed circuit quadrupole. From [2]
the skew component is small compared to the current I0 through the normal component,
the field resulting from the combination of the two printed circuits is still quadrupole, but










The skew quadrupole was install at Q6, the quadrupole just before the Y-section, as shown
in Fig. 4.8. The normal component of Q6, corresponding to I0 in Eq (4.31) was set to its
normal operational value, while the skew component, corresponding to Is, was connected
to an independent power supply.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of the Y section. The skew quadrupole is placed at Q6. Courtesy
of S. Bernal.
4.5 Measurements
Using the apparatus desribed in the previous section, we are able to adjust the ro-
tation angle of the quadrupole Q6 by changing Is. During this procedure, we can either
keep I0, the current through the normal component of the quadrupole, constant, or we can
change it so as to keep a constant total current.
In the experiments, we used the 7 mA and the 23 mA beam of UMER, which were
described in Chapter 2. Both beams are space charge dominated, with a χ value of 0.6
and .84 respectively.
4.5.1 Comparison with WARP simulations
In Fig. 4.9 we compare the experiment with simulations, for the 23 mA beam, at
the diagnostic chamber RC1, which is located 191 cm from the source and 68 cm from
the skew quadrupole. Quantitatively, the rotation angles from the experiment and the
simulation are plotted in Fig. 4.10.
One of the most salient properties of the 23 mA beam in the experiment is the fact
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the evolution of the 23 mA beam at RC1 between experiment
and simulation for different initial skew angles.
Figure 4.10: Quantitative comparison of the evolution of the 23 mA beam for the same
parameters as in Fig. 4.9
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that it exhibits a halo, even in the case of 0 initial skew. This can be attributed to a number
of factors, such as mismatch in the injection section or halo from the gun as described in
Chapter 3 1. The presence of an a priori halo complicates the analysis, as will be discussed
later.
In experiments performed after the cathode alignment that removed the initial halo,
we did indeed get a cleaner beam, as shown in Fig. 4.11 for the 7 mA beam and Fig. 4.12
for the 23 mA beam. Additionally, a switch constructed by S. Bernal was installed, al-
lowing us to easily flip the polarity of the skew quadrupole and thus get both positive and
negative rotation angles.
Figure 4.11: Comparison of experiment and WARP at RC1 for the 7 mA beam for differ-
ent initial skew angles (above).
For the 23 mA beam, we have at the same diagnostic chamber Fig. 4.12.
Comparing Fig. 4.11 and 4.12, we see that the, qualitative, agreement between
WARP and experiment is better for the smaller, lower χ beam. This is to be expected,
since as we mentioned repeatedly increasing the space charge forces leads to a number of
1This type of halo has been removed since
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of expreriment and WARP at RC1 for the 23 mA beam for
different initial skew angles (above).
complications, that are not always easy to pinpoint. The larger size of the 23 mA beam is
an important contributing factor, since the beam is now closer to the beam pipe and image
forces become more important.
4.5.2 Effect of initial halo
As we mentioned before, in our first experiment, the beam exhibited a halo even in
the case of 0 initial skew. This can radically change the rotation of the beam, as shown
in Fig. 4.13. There, we compare the experiment to WARP for 3 different initial distribu-
tions, the SG described earlier, as well as two initial distributions from self-consistent gun
simulation [3]. In the first of these, the position of the cathode is such that no initial halo
exists, while for the second one an initial halo is present.
As we see in Fig. 4.13, even the orientation of the beam can change due to the
presence of the initial halo. Since the properties of the latter are hard to measure with the
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of experiment (top) and WARP simulations using a SG and
two self-consistent distributions from [3]. Scale same as in Fig. 4.13. Note the different
orientation of the beam in the case of the third simulation.
current diagnostics, it is very difficult to accurately model the rotation of the beam for this
case.
4.5.3 Effect of Image Forces
Since the pipe containing the charged particle beam is in general a conductor, image
forces arise, as is described in numerous books. These forces are especially important in
the case of intense beams, and also when the beam is off-centered [27]. In the latter case,
the image forces can break the symmetry of the system, severely affecting the shape of
the beam.
Although WARP incorporates image force effects, comparing them to experiment is
difficult, since we do not always have the diagnostic capability to measure the centroid of
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the beam and thus deduce how off-centered the beam is. This is particularly problematic
at the Y-section, where the injector line connects to the ring at an angle, and the beam
centroid does not coincide with the center of the quadrupole field there.
As shown in Fig. 4.14, the symmetry of the beam is broken in the experiment, most
likely due to image forces, but the structure of the beam halo shows similarities with the
halo observed in WARP simulations.
(a) Experiment (b) Simulation
Figure 4.14: Comparison of experiment and simulation at RC3 for an initial skew angle
of 6.43◦. Note the lack of symmetry in the experimental case.
4.5.4 Effect of nonlinear forces on the halo
As shown in both the simulations and the experiment, the halo produced in the case
of skew quadrupoles has a distinct spiral structure or filamentation. This filamentation,
colloquially referred to as ”s-ing”, is widely known in the case of phase space and is
associated with nonlinear forces, either due to space charge or magnet nonlinearities [27].
In the case of skew quadrupoles, we see from Eq. 4.28 that even in the case of a
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uniform ellipse, the space charge force at an arbitrary point outside the beam ellipse is
nonlinear in x and y, while inside the ellipse the space charge force is linear. Hence, to a
first approximation, the effect of a skew quadrupole on the beam core is a rotation and a
scaling, but not a filamentation.
On the other hand, the particles in the halo experience a differential rotation under
the combined effect of the linear, rotated quadrupole field and the nonlinear space charge
field. This leads to spiral structures, observed both in simulations and experiments.
4.5.5 Damping of the oscillatory modes
In Fig. 4.15, we see the comparison between warp and experiment at RC6 (5.1 m
from the source and
Figure 4.15: Comparison between experiment and WARP at RC6. Note that the ori-




In Chapter 5, we investigated the creation of halo due to a skew mismatch. For this
purpose, we employed both a modified particle-core model, as well as WARP simulations.
The prediction of the former that there is a weak dependence of the halo maximum extent
on the initial skew angle is confirmed by WARP Comparison with WARP showed good
agreement for the two cases, withing the constraints discussed in Chapter 3.
Furthermore, we presented measurements of beam rotation angles and halo from
the UMER ring. The experimental data was compared to WARP simulations. It was also






The goal of this research project has been to better understand the creation of halo
in intense charged particle beams. As discussed in Chapter 1, the emergence of halo can
significantly deteriorate beam quality, as well as hinder the continuous and safe operation
of accelerator facilities. The need to address this issue becomes even more urgent in the
case of intense beams, since in general they create more halo particles.
Although in most of the thesis we discussed electron beams, the same phenomena
are expected to appear in all stable particle beams that are sufficiently intense. Indeed,
the basic equations of Chapter 2 are identical for the two cases, as the relevant parameter
is the intensity parameter χ, instead of the current or the beam energy. We discussed the
question of rigorously defining a halo, as well as the particle-core model that postulates
a parametric resonance between collective oscillations of the beam core and resonant
particles as the mechanism for halo creation.
The effect of different initial distributions was discussed in Chapter 3, where we
confirmed earlier work that showed a correlation between beam mismatch, chaotic or
intermittently chaotic trajectories and halo creation. Furthermore, we saw that, although
the type of the beam distribution does not affect the gross features of the halo in the
4-dimensional phase space, the number of particles that are captured by the parametric
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resonance depends on the details of the phase space structure within the beam core.
We also compared the particle-core model with PIC simulations using the WARP
code. The lack of self-consistency of the first model became apparent, since it could
not account for the re-emergence of halo particles after their removal in the simulations.
Furthermore, we saw in the simulations strong evidence that the halo populations in x−y
and x′ − y′ coincide, an observation with important implications for halo diagnostics.
In Chapter 4 we constructed a particle-core model to account for possible rotations
of the beam in an alternating gradient focusing channel due to skew quadrupoles. This
new model was then compared to WARP simulation and we were able to derive The main
result of this was the observation that in that case of rotational mismatches, the beam
halo is distorted due to the nonlinear forces outside the beam core. Experiments at the
University of Maryland Electron Ring showed good agreement, within the constraints of
experimental error.
5.2 Future Work
As discussed in Chapter 3, the halo can appear both in configuration and velocity
space, and the WARP simulations indicate that the two populations coincide. This hy-
pothesis can be tested experimentally for energies in the MeV range using phase space
diagnostic methods such as Optical Transition Radiation Interferometry [65] or Phase
Space Tomography [36], that allow us to simultaneously measure the velocity and spatial
distribution of the beam. A variety of methods have been proposed to increase the dy-
namic range of these diagnostics in order to better measure the halo [66], and preliminary
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studies have been proposed for the University of Maryland Electron Ring.
On the theory and simulation front, a better understanding of the effects of the
beam distribution will be possible once an equilibrium distribution for a FODO channel
is constructed. This way, we will not have to rely on simple, uniform charge distributions
to calculate the space-charge force on halo particles, but we will have a more accurate
description of the coupling force, which will likely include additional nonlinear effects.
On the issue of collimation and halo mitigation in general, we must note that en-
suring good magnet alignment and matching remains the best way to minimize halo.
Removing the halo in the case of space charge dominated beams is more complicated
than in the case of emittance dominated beams. This is due to the collective effects within
the beam core in the first case that force new particles in the halo, even when the original
halo has been completely removed. Hence, controlling the halo requires a very accurate
description of both the beam and the external forces acting on it.
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Appendix A
Correspondence between plasmas and intense beams
As discussed before, it is sometimes useful to think of intense beams as non-neutral
plasmas [34, 27]. Indeed, a number of quantities familiar from neutral plasmas can be
defined for intense beams. The formulas connecting the quantities in the two cases are
simplest for a matched beam coasting at constant speed in a smooth focusing channel,
and in this Appendix we will follow this convention. Hence, we can define a transverse
temperature for the beam, which is closely related to the beam emittance:




where ε is the beam emittance and a the beam radius.
The phenomenon of Debye shielding is also present in charged particle beams, and









We should note that although the Debye length is defined in the same way, in the case
of non-neutral plasmas the exponentially decaying electric field associated with Debye
screening is added to the total electric field due to the like charges. Hence, the range of
internal space charge forces is larger than λD.







where the geometric factor g is related to the beam size and the radius of the beam pipe.
The sound speed is the speed at which space charge waves travel along the beam.
Additionally, for low energies, radiation effects are minimal, in contrast to high
energy machines. Hence, the system is Hamiltonian, since the energy losses due to syn-
chrotron or other types of radiation are very small. Indeed, since the radiated energy
scales with γ4, the number of photons emitted in the regime of low energies is minimal.









(E + v ×B) ∂f
∂v
= 0 (A.4)
It should be noted that although there is a close connection between plasmas and
intense beams, there are a few important differences. Most apparent is the fact that beams
are non-neutral and hence a number of the assumptions of classical plasma physics do
not hold.
More subtly, the existence of long range forces in non-neutral plasmas complicates
the statistical mechanics of beam physics. In particular, there does not exist a true ther-
modynamical equilibrium described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, but rather a




The WARP Particle-In-Cell Code
WARP [69] is a particle-in-cell (PIC) code, developed at Lawrence Berkeley and
Lawrence Livermore National Labs. It is ideally suited for the study of intense charged
particle beams, and has been benchmarked extensively for the case of ion beams [70] as
well as low energy electron machines such as UMER [3, 71].
The WARP base libraries are written in Fortran or C, in order to optimize the per-
formance of the code, but they are accessed at a higher level through Python. This gives
a lot of flexibility to the code, as well as the testing advantages of an interpreted language
such as Python.
The base libraries of WARP are complemented with routines that implement a num-
ber of the distributions discussed in the thesis. Additionally, graphics libraries are avail-
able for the visualization of the simulations.
Furthermore, through Python we have the ability to access a wide variety of useful
numerical routines through the Numeric or SciPy modules of Python, which are open
source and vectorized for maximum efficiency.
The WARP code incorporates different models of the beam, in particular a full 3-
dimensional case as well as two separate 2-dimensional approximations, the slice code,
useful in the case of simulations related to the physics of transverse phenomena and the
r-z code, which is used in azimuthally symmetric geometries if we are interested in lon-
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gitudinal phenomena as well. In all of those cases, the electrostatic fields calculated by
the code are self-consistent, withing the appropriate model.
As noted before, since we mostly dealt with transverse physics, we used the slice
code. In this case, all the particles are propagated from an initial position in z, zi to a final
position zf . Hence, the propagation time is not the same across the beam, as the velocity
vz is in general different for each particle.
Although not used in our case, it should be noted that WARP can also be used in
parallel mode, taking advantage of multiple processors.
B.0.1 Sample WARP Code
In the following, we present a sample input file, also known as ”deck”, for the
WARP code that implements both the tracking of tracer clumps of particles described in
Chapter 3, as well as the tagging of halo particles according to the definition of Eq. 3.4.
The deck was adapted from a sample deck provided by Prof. R. Kishek.
# Saves t h e p a r t i c l e s t h a t have r a d i u s > h a l o r a d i u s a t any
# p o i n t i n t h e i r h i s t o r y
# A d d i t i o n a l y , dumps a l l p a r t i c l e s b e f o r e t h e f i r s t s t e p so t h a t
# t h e core f i l e can be used i n a n o t h e r s i m u l a t i o n
# A l so t r a c k s 5 clumps o f low c u r r e n t , used as t r a c e r s
#
# smooth f o c u s i n g
#
# The FFT S o l v e r i s used , and f 3 d . a c a p a c i t y m a t r i x i s used
# t o s p e c i f y a c y l i n d r i c a l boundary .
#
from warp import ∗
import s y s
s y s . p a t h . i n s e r t ( 1 , ” / work / papadopc / m y s c r i p t s ” )
# i f ’GISTPATH ’ i n os . e n v i r o n . k e y s ( ) :
# os . e n v i r o n [”GISTPATH”] += ” : / e b t e / pywarp / r s c r i p t s / s c r i p t s a ”
# e l s e :
# os . e n v i r o n [”GISTPATH”] = ”/ e b t e / pywarp / r s c r i p t s / s c r i p t s a ”
from my rami match import ∗
from m y r a m i s c r i p t s import ∗
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from m o n i t o r import ∗
from t o m o p h o t o s import ∗
from p a r t i c l e s import s e t i n d i c e s
ld eb ug = no
c r e a t e m o n i t o r ( passwd = ” papadopc$ job ” , p o r t = 50021)
l p p x y s n a p = no
p r i n t m a x e x t e n t = no
p r i n t p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o = yes
p r i n t k u r t o s i s = yes
h a l o r a d i u s = [ 1 . 5 , 1 . 6 , 1 . 7 , 1 . 8 , 1 . 9 ]
# h a l o r a d i u s = [ 2 . 0 ]
i f l d eb ug :
lm a t ch = yes # 2 p e r i o d match ing −− ALSO Change t i t l e s
l p i c t s = no # Take d e n s i t y p i c t u r e s ?
e l s e :
lm a t ch = no # 2 p e r i o d match ing −− ALSO Change t i t l e s
l p i c t s = yes # Take d e n s i t y p i c t u r e s ?
kappa = 1 0 . 0
z l e n = 100 .0
# ############ R U N C O N D I T I O N S ################
r a n d t y p e = ” Gauss ” # Type o f random e r r o r s ”Gauss” or ”Uniform”
p l o t d i s t r i b = no # P l o t Error d i s t r i b u t i o n ?
s a v e a l l = yes # Save a t e v e r y t i m e s t e p ?
l ca lc mom = no # C a l c u l a t e a d d i t i o n a l moments ?
l f i l t = not l p i c t s # F i l t e r i n g ?
i f l p i c t s : from mphoto import ∗
l m a t c h e n v = no # Matching w i t h ENV code
# −−− S e t four−c h a r a c t e r run id , comment l i n e s , u s e r ’ s name .
t o p . r u n i d = ’ b i g m i s ’
r u n i d = a r r a y t o s t r ( t o p . r u n i d )
t o p . p l i n e 2 = ” dz =0 .4 cm , nx=ny =2∗256 ”
t o p . p l i n e 1 = ” 5 TURNS; REL2 ; ’ h e l e ’ quads ; NO SYMM; f s t y p e =1;\
Gauss FILT ”
t o p . runmaker = ” C h r i s Papadopou los ”
# −−− Comparison
l compare = no
# do t1 = ”rq00” # Compare a g a i n s t
# crun = ”0” # Run number
# −−− I n v o k e s e t u p r o u t i n e ( THIS IS MANDATORY)
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s e t u p ( )
# ########### B E A M P A R A M E T E R S ###############
s f a c t = 1 . 0 # F ac to r by which beam SIZE i s d i v i d e d
s w a l l = 1 . 0 # Wall s c a l i n g f a c t o r
t o p . pgroup . ns = 6 # Number o f c lumps
t o p . ns =6
# C o lo r s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h each clump
c o l o r s = [ ” fg ” , ” r e d ” , ” b l u e ” , ” g r e e n ” , ” magenta ” , ” cyan ” ]
gchange ( ”∗” , 0 )
# −−− S e t beam Parame ter s . Note t h a t ibeam i s n e g a t i v e f o r e l e c t r o n s .
# c a l c u l a t e u n n o r m a l i z e d e m i t t a n c e
# n e m i t = 5 0 . 0 e−6∗ t o p . c l i g h t / t o p . vbeam
t o p . e m i t x s [ 0 ] = 4 0 . 0 e−6/( s f a c t ∗∗2)
t o p . e m i t y s [ 0 ] = 4 0 . 0 e−6/( s f a c t ∗∗2)
t o p . i b e a m s [ 0 ] = − 2 3 . 0 e−03/( s f a c t ∗∗2)
# C a l c u l a t e matched beam r a d i u s
i n i t i b e a m = t o p . i b e a m s [ 0 ]
re l gamma = 1 + 1 0 . / 5 1 1 .
r e l b e t a = s q r t (1−1/ re l gamma ∗∗2)
I0 = 4 .∗ p i ∗ t o p . eps0 ∗ t o p . emass∗ t o p . c l i g h t ∗∗3 / t o p . e c h a r g e
g e n p e r v = abs ( i n i t i b e a m / I0 ∗ 2 . / ( re l gamma ∗ r e l b e t a ) ∗∗3)
u = g e n p e r v / ( 2 . ∗ s q r t ( kappa ) ∗ t o p . e m i t x s [ 0 ] )
a0 matched = s q r t ( t o p . e m i t x s [ 0 ] / s q r t ( kappa ) ) ∗ s q r t ( u+ s q r t ( 1 . + u ∗∗2) )
t o p . a 0 s [ 0 ] = 1 . 5∗ a0 matched
t o p . b 0 s [ 0 ] = t o p . a 0 s [ 0 ]
t o p . a p 0 s [ 0 ] = 0 . 0
t o p . bp0 s [ 0 ] = 0 . 0
t o p . e k i n s = 1 0 . 0 e03
t o p . a i o n s = t o p . emass / t o p . amu
t o p . z i o n s = −1.
t o p . l r e l a t i v = yes # p us he s p a r t i c l e s r e l a t i v i s t i c a l l y .
# −−− Clump p a r a m e t e r s
D e l t = 1 . / 1 0 . 0
E p s i l = 1 . / 1 0 0 . 0
x D e l t a = t o p . a 0 s [ 0 ]∗ D e l t # O f f s e t o f b e a m l e t c e n t r o i d r e l a t i v e
# t o c e r t a i n p o s i t i o n s
x E p s i l = t o p . a 0 s [ 0 ]∗ E p s i l # S i z e o f b e a m l e t
xAngle = t o p . e m i t x s [ 0 ] / t o p . a 0 s [ 0 ] # Maximum a n g l e a t w a i s t
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y D e l t a = t o p . b 0 s [ 0 ]∗ D e l t # O f f s e t o f b e a m l e t c e n t r o i d r e l a t i v e
# t o c e r t a i n p o s i t i o n s
y E p s i l = t o p . b 0 s [ 0 ]∗ E p s i l # S i z e o f b e a m l e t
yAngle = t o p . e m i t y s [ 0 ] / t o p . b 0 s [ 0 ] # Maximum a n g l e a t w a i s t
# −−− S e t t e s t clump ( p e r t u r b a t i o n ) Parame ter s .
t o p . a 0 s [ 1 : t o p . pgroup . ns ] = x E p s i l
t o p . b 0 s [ 1 : t o p . pgroup . ns ] = y E p s i l
t o p . a p 0 s [ 1 : t o p . pgroup . ns ] = t o p . ap0∗ E p s i l
t o p . bp0 s [ 1 : t o p . pgroup . ns ] = t o p . bp0∗ E p s i l
# Weight o f p e r t u r b a t i o n p a r t s
t o p . i b e a m s [ 1 : t o p . pgroup . ns ] = t o p . i b e am s [ 0 ] ∗ ( E p s i l ∗∗4)
t o p . e k i n s [ 1 : t o p . pgroup . ns ] = t o p . e k i n s [ 0 ]
t o p . a i o n s [ 1 : t o p . pgroup . ns ] = t o p . a i o n s [ 0 ]
t o p . z i o n s [ 1 : t o p . pgroup . ns ] = t o p . z i o n s [ 0 ]
t o p . e m i t x s [ 1 : t o p . pgroup . ns ] = t o p . e m i t x s [ 0 ] ∗ ( E p s i l ∗∗2)
t o p . e m i t y s [ 1 : t o p . pgroup . ns ] = t o p . e m i t y s [ 0 ] ∗ ( E p s i l ∗∗2)
# −−− Clump 1 −− Near Edge , w i t h z e r o a n g l e
t o p . x c e n t s [ 1 ] = t o p . a 0 s [ 0 ] − x D e l t a
t o p . y c e n t s [ 1 ] = 0 . 0
t o p . x p c e n t s [ 1 ] = 0 . 0
t o p . y p c e n t s [ 1 ] = 0 . 0
# −−− Clump 2 −− Near Edge , w i t h OUTWARD a n g l e
t o p . x c e n t s [ 2 ] = 0 . 0
t o p . y c e n t s [ 2 ] = t o p . b 0 s [ 0 ] − y D e l t a
t o p . x p c e n t s [ 2 ] = 0 . 0
t o p . y p c e n t s [ 2 ] = yAngle
# −−− Clump 3 −− Near mid−Beam , w i t h z e r o a n g l e
t o p . x c e n t s [ 3 ] = −( t o p . a 0 s [ 0 ] − x D e l t a ) / 2 . 0
t o p . y c e n t s [ 3 ] = 0 . 0
t o p . x p c e n t s [ 3 ] = 0 . 0
t o p . y p c e n t s [ 3 ] = 0 . 0
# −−− Clump 4 −− Near Center , w i t h z e r o a n g l e
t o p . x c e n t s [ 4 ] = 0 . 0
t o p . y c e n t s [ 4 ] = − y D e l t a
t o p . x p c e n t s [ 4 ] = 0 . 0
t o p . y p c e n t s [ 4 ] = 0 . 0
# −−− Clump 5 −− Near Middle , a t some a n g l e
t o p . x c e n t s [ 5 ] = 0 . 5∗ t o p . a 0 s [ 0 ]
t o p . y c e n t s [ 5 ] = 0 .75∗ t o p . b 0 s [ 0 ] − y D e l t a
t o p . x p c e n t s [ 5 ] = 0 . 5∗ xAngle
t o p . y p c e n t s [ 5 ] = 0 .75∗ yAngle
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# The c a l l t o d e r i v q t y c a l c u l a t e s some beam parameter s ,
# eg . t o p . vbeam from e k i n .
d e r i v q t y ( )
# i f ( t o p . l r e l a t i v ) :
# rel gamma = 1 + t o p . echarge ∗ t o p . e k i n / ( t o p . emass ∗ ( c l i g h t ∗∗2) )
# r e l b e t a = s q r t (1− (1 / rel gamma ) ∗∗2)
# t o p . vbeam s = r e l b e t a ∗ c l i g h t
# t o p . i b e a m s = t o p . i b ea m s / ( rel gamma ∗∗2)
# −−− A d j u s t p a r a m e t e r s f o r a Non−u n i f o r m beam d e n s i t y
# 0 −−> u n i f o r m d e n s i t y , 2 −−> h o l l o we d d e n s i t y
w3d . ho l low = 0
# n ( w3d . rho ) n o t 1 + ((1−h ) / h ) ∗w3d . rho ∗∗2
w3d . h o l l o w h = 0 . 5
i f ( w3d . ho l low == 2) :
# −−− form f a c t o r f o r p a r a b o l i c d e n s i t y p r o f i l e
S t f = s q r t ( ( 2 . ∗w3d . h o l l o w h + 4 . ) / ( 3 . ∗w3d . h o l l o w h + 3 . ) )
# −−− s c a l e l o a d i n g p a r a m e t e r s so t h e c o r r e c t rms v a l u e s are l oa de d
t o p . a 0 s [ 0 ] = t o p . a 0 s [ 0 ] / S t f
t o p . b 0 s [ 0 ] = t o p . b 0 s [ 0 ] / S t f
t o p . ap0 = t o p . ap0 / S t f
t o p . bp0 = t o p . bp0 / S t f
t o p . emi t = t o p . emi t / S t f
# c a l c u l a t e a l o n g i t u d i n a l t h e r m a l v e l o c i t y c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o e s p r e a d .
e s p r e a d = 1 0 . 0 # L o n g i t u d i n a l en er g y sp rea d i n eV
t o p . v t h z s = t o p . vbeam∗ e s p r e a d / ( 2 . ∗ t o p . e k i n )
t o p . v t i l t s = 0 .
t o p . a l l s p e c l = 0
# ################### GEOMETRY & GRIDDING ######################
# +++ B o u n d a r i e s
# Remove p a r t i c l e s o u t s i d e o f Pipe r a d i u s
t o p . p r w a l l = pr1 = s w a l l ∗2 .45 e−2
boxrad = 2 . 5 e−2 # Box 1 / 2 s i d e > pr1
w3d . xmmin = w3d . ymmin = −s w a l l ∗ boxrad # S e t box s i z e
w3d . xmmax = w3d . ymmax = s w a l l ∗ boxrad
# +++ Symmetry & G r i d d in g
w3d . l 4 s y m t r y = 0 # ”1” a u t o m a t i c a l l y s e t s xmmin = ymmin = 0
w3d . l 2 s y m t r y = 0
# MUST be a POWER o f 2 f o r FFT s o l v e r
w3d . nx = w3d . ny = n i n t ( s w a l l ∗256)
i f w3d . l 2 s y m t r y : w3d . ny = w3d . nx / 2
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# +++ P a r t i c l e s
# num p a r t i c l e s per s l i c e
t o p . n p s [ 0 ] = swhere ( l p i c t s , 1000000 , 20000)
t o p . n p s [ 1 : t o p . pgroup . ns ]=50000
t o p . npmax= t o p . n p s [ 0 ]
#w3d . d i s t r b t n = ”K−V” # load KV d i s t r i b u t i o n
#w3d . d i s t r b t n = ” semigaus ” # load semi−Gauss ian d i s t r i b u t i o n
w3d . d i s t r b t n = ”TE”
w3d . xrandom = ” d i g i t r e v ” # load x , y , z w i t h d i g i t r e v e r s e random
numbers
w3d . vt random = ” pseudo ” # load vx , vy w i t h pseudo random numbers
w3d . vzrandom = ” pseudo ” # load vz w i t h pseudo random numbers
w3d . l d p r f i l e = ” p o l a r ” # load on s t r ea m l i n e s
t o p . s t i c k y x y = 1 # remove p a r t i c l e s when t h e y h i t p i p e .
# s e t t y p e o f pus he r t o vXB push w i t h o u t t a n c o r r e c t i o n s
t o p . i b p u s h = 1
# +++ S t e p s i z e
dzz = swhere ( lmatch , 0 . 0 0 2 , 0 . 0 0 4 ) # c e l l s i z e , i n m
nrun = n i n t ( z l e n / dzz ) # number o f t i m e s t e p s t o t a k e − t o t a l
t o p . d t = dzz / t o p . vbeam # OK, 0 i n j e c t i o n
#wxy . l v z c h a n g = 1 # I f 1 , f a n c y a l g o r i t h m i s used t o f i n d t o p . d t
# +++ D e f i n e geome t ry
# Assume t h a t t h e ha lo e x t e n t i s e q u a l t o t h e d i s t a n c e
# from t h e c e n t e r o f t h e p a r t i c l e f a r t h e s t away
maxex ten t = z e r o s ( nrun +1 , ’ d ’ )
p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o = z e r o s ( [ l e n ( h a l o r a d i u s ) , n run + 1 ] )
t o t a l p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o = z e r o s ( [ l e n ( h a l o r a d i u s ) , n run + 1 ] )
p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o s e t = z e r o s ( [ l e n ( h a l o r a d i u s ) , t o p . n p s [ 0 ] ] )
k u r t o s i s x = z e r o s ( nrun +1 , ’ d ’ )
k u r t o s i s y = z e r o s ( nrun +1 , ’ d ’ )
def c a l c m a x e x t e n t ( ) :
c u r r e n t m a x e x =max ( g e t x ( ) ∗∗2+ g e t y ( ) ∗∗2)
maxex ten t [ t o p . i t ]= s q r t ( c u r r e n t m a x e x )
re turn
def c a l c p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ( ) :
p a r t i c l e r a d i u s = s q r t ( ( t o p . pgroup . xp / ( 2 . ∗ t o p . xrms [ 0 , 0 ] ) ) ∗∗2+\
( t o p . pgroup . yp / ( 2 . ∗ t o p . yrms [ 0 , 0 ] ) ) ∗∗2)
f o r j j in a r a n g e ( 0 , 5 ) :
p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o s e t [ j j ]=\where ( l e s s ( h a l o r a d i u s [ j j ] ,\
p a r t i c l e r a d i u s ) , 1 , p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o s e t [ j j ] )
t o t a l p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o [ j j , t o p . i t ]=\
sum ( p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o s e t [ j j ] )
re turn
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def c a l c k u r t o s i s ( ) :
k u r t o s i s x [ t o p . i t ] = ( sum ( t o p . pgroup . xp ∗∗4) / t o p . n p l i v e ) \
/ ( sum ( t o p . pgroup . xp ∗∗2) / t o p . n p l i v e ) ∗∗2−2.
k u r t o s i s y [ t o p . i t ] = ( sum ( t o p . pgroup . yp ∗∗4) / t o p . n p l i v e ) \
/ ( sum ( t o p . pgroup . yp ∗∗2) / t o p . n p l i v e ) ∗∗2−2.
re turn
def p l o t m a x e x ( r u n i d =None , k wd i c t ={} , ∗∗kw ) :
” ” ” p l o t m a x e x ( r u n i d =None , kw d i c t ={} , ∗∗kw )
P l o t s maximum e x t e n t o f t h e ha lo , u s i n g g e n p l o t
” ” ”
p l d e f = { ’ nwin ’ : 0 , ’ y s c a l e ’ : 2 . e3}
# O v e r r i d e d e f a u l t s & i m p o r t new params
p l d e f . u p d a t e ( kw d i c t ) ; p l d e f . u p d a t e ( kw )
t r y : g e n p l o t ( ( ” hmaxex ten t ” , ) , ” z s c a l e ” , None , \
p l d e f , nwin=None )
e xc ep t NameError : g e n p l o t ( ( ” maxex ten t ” , ) , ” z s c a l e ” , None , \
p l d e f , nwin=None )
def p l o t p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ( r u n i d =None , kw d i c t ={} , ∗∗kw ) :
” ” ” p l o t m a x e x ( r u n i d =None , kw d i c t ={} , ∗∗kw )
P l o t s number o f p a r t i c l e s i n t h e ha lo , u s i n g g e n p l o t
” ” ”
p l d e f = { ’ t i t l e t ’ : ”Number o f Halo p a r t i c l e s : t o t a l and p e r s n a p s h o t ”
}
# O v e r r i d e d e f a u l t s & i m p o r t new params
p l d e f . u p d a t e ( kw d i c t ) ; p l d e f . u p d a t e ( kw )
t r y : g e n p l o t ( ( ” h p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ” , \
” h t o t a l p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ” ) , ” z s c a l e ” , r u n i d , p l d e f , nwin=None )
e xc ep t NameError : g e n p l o t ( ( ” p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ” , \
” t o t a l p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ” ) , ” z s c a l e ” , r u n i d , p l d e f , nwin=None )
def p l o t k u r t o s i s ( r u n i d =None , k wd ic t ={} , ∗∗kw ) :
” ” ” p l o t m a x e x ( r u n i d =None , kw d i c t ={} , ∗∗kw )
P l o t s number o f p a r t i c l e s i n t h e ha lo , u s i n g g e n p l o t
” ” ”
p l d e f = { ’ t i t l e t ’ : ” K u r t o s i s i n x , y ” , }
# O v e r r i d e d e f a u l t s & i m p o r t new params
p l d e f . u p d a t e ( kw d i c t ) ; p l d e f . u p d a t e ( kw )
t r y : g e n p l o t ( ( ” h k u r t o s i s x ” , ” h k u r t o s i s y ” ) ,\
” z s c a l e ” , r u n i d , p l d e f , nwin=None )
e xc ep t NameError : g e n p l o t ( ( ” k u r t o s i s x ” , ” k u r t o s i s y ” ) ,\
” z s c a l e ” , r u n i d , p l d e f , nwin=None )
def m y l o c a l p l o t e n v ( r u n i d =None , kwd ic t ={} , ∗∗kw ) :
” ” ” p l o t e n v m a x e x ( r u n i d =None , kw d i c t ={} , ∗∗kw )
P l o t s ENVS i n x and y , u s i n g g e n p l o t and t h e maximum e x t e n t \
of t h e h a l o
” ” ”
p l d e f = { ’ nwin ’ : 0 , ’ marks ’ : 1 , ’ y s c a l e ’ : 2 . e3 ,
’ t i t l e l ’ : ”X,Y RMS Envs (mm) / Maximum Halo E x t e n t ” ,\
’ t i t l e t ’ : ”Beam Envelope and Maximum Halo e x t e n t from ”}
# O v e r r i d e d e f a u l t s & i m p o r t new params
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p l d e f . u p d a t e ( kw d i c t ) ; p l d e f . u p d a t e ( kw )
t r y : g e n p l o t ( ( ” hxrms ” , ” hyrms ” ) , ” z s c a l e ” , r u n i d , p l d e f , \
y s c a l e =2 . e3 )
e xc ep t NameError :
g e n p l o t ( ( ” xenv ” , ” yenv ” ) , ” z s c a l e ” , r u n i d , p l d e f , y s c a l e =2 . e3 )
# ################## F I E L D DESCRIPTION ###################
# −−−− s e t up l a t t i c e q u a n t i t i e s
t o p . ded r = ( kappa ∗ ( t o p . vbeam ∗∗2) ) ∗ ( re l gamma ∗ t o p . emass / t o p . e c h a r g e )
gchange ( ” L a t t i c e ” , 0 )
# ############## ENVELOPE CODE PARAMETERS ####################
env . z l =0 .
env . zu= t o p . t u n e l e n
env . dzenv =( env . zu−env . z l ) / 500
i f ( l m a t c h e n v ) :
# −−− c a l c u l a t e e n v e l o p e s o l u t i o n and p l o t i t .
package ( ” env ” ) ; g e n e r a t e ( ) ; s t e p ( )
penv ( )
env . s i g d e s r = 1 0 . 0
# s i m p l e a v e r a g i n g be tween i n i t i a l and f i n a l v a l u e s
env match . match1 ( 2 0 )
t o p . a0 ; t o p . b0 ; t o p . ap0 ; t o p . bp0
penv ( )
# ################# S O L V E R ####################
# −−− S e t up C a p a c i t y Ma t r i x f o r WARPxy
# F i l t e r i n g
# T h i s c u t o f f s o f f t h e s h o r t e r w a v e l e n g t h s , r e d u c i n g
# t h e e f f e c t i v e r e s o l u t i o n by ˜ a f a c t o r o f 2
# I don ’ t know how s e n s i t i v e t h i n g s are t o t h e s h a r p n e s s .
i f ( l f i l t ) :
w3d . f i l t [ 2 , 0 : 2 ] = 0 . 5 # 0 . 5 f o r Gauss ian ; p i / ( nx / 6 4 ) f o r Dave
w3d . f i l t [ 3 , 0 : 2 ] = 2 . 0 # 2 . 0 f o r Gauss ian ; 8 . 0 f o r Dave
symm fact = swhere ( w3d . l4 symt ry , p i / 2 . 0 , \
swhere ( w3d . l2 symt ry , pi , 2 . 0∗ p i ) )
# −−− S e l e c t F i e l d S o l v e r
t o p . f s t y p e = 1
# 0 FFT F i e l d S o l v e r
# 1 FFT S o l v e r w / C a p a c i t y Ma t r i x ( i n i f i n i t e )
# 2 FFT S o l v e r w / C a p a c i t y Ma t r i x ( p e r i o d i c )
# 3 SOR F i e l d S o l v e r
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i f ( t o p . f s t y p e == 1) :
fxy . ncxy = fxy . ncxymax = w3d . nx+w3d . ny # s e t number o f p o i n t s
g a l l o t ( ” CapMatxy ” , 0 ) # A l l o c a t e t h e a r r a y s
# −− C o o r d i n a t e s i n m e t e r s
fxy . xcond [ 0 : fxy . ncxy ] = pr1 ∗ cos ( symm fact ∗ a r a n g e ( fxy . ncxy ) / fxy . ncxy
)
fxy . ycond [ 0 : fxy . ncxy ] = pr1 ∗ s i n ( symm fact ∗ a r a n g e ( fxy . ncxy ) / fxy . ncxy
)
fxy . vcond [ 0 : fxy . ncxy ] = 0 . e0 # Put p i p e a t ground
f3d . l cndbndy = t r u e # e n a b l e s u b g r i d i n t e r p o l a t i o n
# ############## D I A G N O S T I C S #################
# −−− S e t up some windows .
z p i c t s = dzz + ( z l e n / 1 0 0 . 0 ) ∗ a r a n g e ( 0 , 1 0 0 )
n d l o c s = n i n t ( a r r a y ( z p i c t s ) / dzz )
s c a l e = 10000 . e0 / t o p . n p s [ 0 ]
i f ( s c a l e > 1 . e0 ) : s c a l e = 1 . 0 e0
t o p . zwindows [ : , 0 ] = [−dzz ∗ s c a l e / 2 . 0 , dzz ∗ s c a l e / 2 . 0 ]
t o p . rwindows [ : , 1 ] = [ 0 . e0 , 0 .005 e0 ]
t o p . xpplmin = t o p . ypplmin = −.10
t o p . xpplmax = t o p . ypplmax = 0 . 1 0
# −−− S e l e c t p l o t i n t e r v a l s , e t c .
t o p . n h i s t = 1
t o p . i t p l p s = t o p . i t p l f r e q = t o p . i tmomnts = −1
t o p . i t p l p s [ 0 : 4 ] = [ 0 , nrun , nrun , 0 ] # At end o f run
t o p . i t p l f r e q [ 0 : 4 ] = [ 0 , nrun , nrun / 4 , 0 ]
t o p . i tmomnts [ 0 : 4 ] = [ 0 , 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 , abs ( t o p . n h i s t ) , 0 ]
# −−− S e l e c t p l o t s
t o p . i p t r a c e [ 0 ] = a lways
# ############## G E N E R A T E ##################
# Genera te t h e PIC code ( a l l o c a t e s t o r a g e , l oad p t c l s , t =0 p l o t s , e t c . )
# r a i s e (” ”)
package ( ”wxy” ) ; g e n e r a t e ( )
boxrad = 2 . 5 e−2 # Box 1 / 2 s i d e > pr1
xplmin = yplmin = −boxrad
xplmax = yplmax = boxrad
peak beam = 2 5 . 0 e−3 # Maximum beam s i z e f o r p h o t o s
def s n a p s h o t ( ) :
i f ( t o p . i t in n d l o c s ) :
l o c s t r i n g = ”%06d ” % ( 1 0 0 0 . 0∗ t o p . zbeam )
# t a k e p h o t o ( peakx=peak beam , peaky=peak beam )
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rg = ppxxp ( 0 , c e l l a r r a y =1 ,\
p p l i m i t s =( xplmin , xplmax , yplmin , yplmax ) ,
xmin =−1.16∗ boxrad , xmax =1.16∗ boxrad , \
ymin =−1.16∗ boxrad , ymax =1.16∗ boxrad ,
nx =299 , ny =299 , c t o p =255 , r e t u r n g r i d =1)
pname = r u n i d + l o c s t r i n g + ’ xxp ’+ ’ . t i f ’
s a v e t i f ( rg [ 0 ] , pname )
os . sys tem ( ’ c o n v e r t − f l i p %s %s ’%(pname , pname ) )
rg = ppxy ( 0 , c e l l a r r a y =1 , \
p p l i m i t s =( xplmin , xplmax , yplmin , yplmax ) ,
xmin =−1.16∗ boxrad , xmax =1.16∗ boxrad , \
ymin =−1.16∗ boxrad , ymax =1.16∗ boxrad ,
nx =299 , ny =299 , c t o p =255 , r e t u r n g r i d =1)
pname = r u n i d + l o c s t r i n g + ’ xy ’+ ’ . t i f ’
s a v e t i f ( rg [ 0 ] , pname )
os . sys tem ( ’ c o n v e r t − f l i p %s %s ’%(pname , pname ) )
rg = ppyyp ( 0 , c e l l a r r a y =1 , \
p p l i m i t s =( xplmin , xplmax , yplmin , yplmax ) ,
xmin =−1.16∗ boxrad , xmax =1.16∗ boxrad ,\
ymin =−1.16∗ boxrad , ymax =1.16∗ boxrad ,
nx =299 , ny =299 , c t o p =255 , r e t u r n g r i d =1)
pname = r u n i d + l o c s t r i n g + ’ yyp ’+ ’ . t i f ’
s a v e t i f ( rg [ 0 ] , pname )
os . sys tem ( ’ c o n v e r t − f l i p %s %s ’%(pname , pname ) )
rg = ppxpyp ( 0 , c e l l a r r a y =1 , \
p p l i m i t s =( xplmin , xplmax , yplmin , yplmax ) ,
xmin =−1.16∗ boxrad , xmax =1.16∗ boxrad , \
ymin =−1.16∗ boxrad , ymax =1.16∗ boxrad ,
nx =299 , ny =299 , c t o p =255 , r e t u r n g r i d =1)
pname = r u n i d + l o c s t r i n g + ’ xpyp ’+ ’ . t i f ’
s a v e t i f ( rg [ 0 ] , pname )
os . sys tem ( ’ c o n v e r t − f l i p %s %s ’%(pname , pname ) )
f o r spec in r a n g e ( 0 , t o p . pgroup . ns ) :
p p r r p ( j s =spec , c o l o r = c o l o r s [ spec ] )
fma ( )
f o r spec in r a n g e ( 0 , t o p . pgroup . ns ) :
p p t r a c e ( j s =spec , c o l o r = c o l o r s [ spec ] )
fma ( )
# Take phase space s n a p s h o t
l t o m o p h o t o s = yes
i f l t o m o p h o t o s :
t o m o p h o t o s = t o m o p h o t o s c l a s s ( )
t o m o p h o t o s . nx = 256
t o m o p h o t o s . ny = t o m o p h o t o s . nx
t o m o p h o t o s . xmin = −0.02
t o m o p h o t o s . xmax = 0 . 0 2
t o m o p h o t o s . ymin = t o m o p h o t o s . xmin
t o m o p h o t o s . ymax = t o m o p h o t o s . xmax
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t o m o p h o t o s . p l o t l i s t = [ ” xy ” , ” xxp ” , ” yyp ” , ” xpyp ” ]
t o m o p h o t o s . s u b s l o p e p l o t l i s t = [ ” xxp ” , ” yyp ” ]
def t a k e t o m o p h o t o s ( ) :
t o m o p h o t o s . p h o t o s l o c s = n d l o c s
i f ( t o p . i t in t o m o p h o t o s . p h o t o s l o c s ) :
t o m o p h o t o s . t a k e p h o t o s ( )
# i f l p i c t s : i n s t a l l a f t e r s t e p ( s n a p s h o t )
# i n s t a l l a f t e r s t e p ( s n a p p h a s e s p c )
# i n s t a l l a f t e r s t e p ( t a k e t o m o p h o t o s )
def p p x y s n a p h s o t ( ) :
i f ( t o p . i t in n d l o c s ) :
nx=ny =50;
fma ( )
ppxy ( c o l o r = ’ d e n s i t y ’ , chopped = 0 . 4 ) ;
fma ( )
i f l p i c t s : i n s t a l l b e f o r e s t e p ( s n a p s h o t )
i f l p p x y s n a p : i n s t a l l b e f o r e s t e p ( p p x y s n a p h s o t )
i n s t a l l a f t e r s t e p ( m a k e n i c e o u t p u t )
c a l c m a x e x t e n t ( )
i n s t a l l a f t e r s t e p ( c a l c m a x e x t e n t )
c a l c p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ( )
i n s t a l l a f t e r s t e p ( c a l c p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o )
c a l c k u r t o s i s ( )
i n s t a l l a f t e r s t e p ( c a l c k u r t o s i s )
# ############## P A R T I C L E SIMULATION ##################
s t i m e = wtime ( )
t o p . v e r b o s i t y = 1 # Turn o f f o n e l i n e r o u t p u t .
o u t f i l e = open ( r u n i d +” o u t ” , ”w” )
dump ( ) # To be used i n t h e n e x t s i m u l a t i o n
# r a i s e (” ”)
i f not lm a t ch :
f o r i s t e p in r a n g e ( 1 , nrun +1 , t o p . n h i s t ) :
s t e p ( t o p . n h i s t )
m a k e n i c e o u t p u t ( 0 , o u t f i l e )
e l s e :
f o r i s t e p in r a n g e ( 1 , nrun +1) :
s t e p ( )
m a k e n i c e o u t p u t ( 0 , o u t f i l e )
dump ( )
e t i m e = wtime ( )
p r i n t ” Time Running = ” , e t ime−s t i m e
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# ################## S A V E D A T A #####################
t o p . l e n h i s t = t o p . j h i s t
gchange ( ’ H i s t ’ )
d e f v a r s 1 = [ ”hpnum” , ” h vz b a r ” , ” hvzrms ” ,
” hxrms ” , ” hyrms ” , ” hepsx ” , ” hepsy ” , ” hxba r ” , ” hyba r ” ]
d e f v a r s 2 = [ ” z s c a l e ” , ” nx ” , ” ny ” , ”xmmax” , ”ymmax” ]
d e f v a r s = d e f v a r s 1 + d e f v a r s 2
l o c a l v a r s = [ ” maxex ten t ” , ” p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ” , ” t o t a l p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ”
\
, ” p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o s e t ” , ” k u r t o s i s x ” , ” k u r t o s i s y ” ]
exec ” hmaxex ten t ”+ r u n i d + ’= maxex ten t ’
exec ” h p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ”+ r u n i d + ’= p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ’
exec ” h t o t a l p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ”+ r u n i d + ’= t o t a l p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ’
exec ” h p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o s e t ”+ r u n i d + ’= p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o s e t ’
exec ” h k u r t o s i s x ”+ r u n i d + ’= k u r t o s i s x ’
exec ” h k u r t o s i s y ”+ r u n i d + ’= k u r t o s i s y ’
i f l ca lc mom :
calc mom ( )
s a v e l o n g ( c run =” 0 ” )
e l s e :
s a v e d a t a ( c run =” 0 ” , v a r s = d e f v a r s ) # s c r i p t t h a t s a v e s
da ta
l o c a l v a r s = [ ” maxex ten t ” , ” p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ” , ” t o t a l p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ”
,\
” p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o s e t ” , ” k u r t o s i s x ” , ” k u r t o s i s y ” ]
o u t f i l e =PW.PW( ” m y d a t a ”+ r u n i d +” . pdb ” )
import m a i n
f o r vname save in ( l o c a l v a r s ) :
m a i n . d i c t [ vname save + r u n i d ]= e v a l ( vname save )
o u t f i l e . w r i t e ( vname save + r u n i d , \
e v a l ( vname save + r u n i d , m a i n . d i c t ) )
o u t f i l e . c l o s e ( )
# ###################### P L O T S ########################
b e g i n = 0
s t r o b e = 1
n s t p p = 1
p l o t e n v ( b e g i n = begin , s t r o b e = s t r o b e ) ; fma ( )
m y l o c a l p l o t e n v ( b e g i n = begin , s t r o b e = n s t p p )
p l o t m a x e x ( b e g i n = begin , s t r o b e = n s t p p ) ; fma ( )
p l o t e m i t ( b e g i n = begin , s t r o b e = s t r o b e ) ; fma ( )
p l o t e n v ( y s c a l e = 4 . 0 / ( t o p . a0+ t o p . b0 ) ,
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t i t l e l =” a / a i ” , t i t l e b =” s / S” ) ; fma ( )
p l o t e m i t ( y s c a l e = 2 . 0 / ( t o p . emi tx + t o p . emi ty ) ,
ymin = 0 . 0 , ymax = 2 . 5 , t i t l e l =” emi t / e m i t i ” , t i t l e b =” s / S” )
fma ( )
p l o t n p ( ) ; fma ( )
# p l o t p a r t i c l e s i n h a l o ( b e g i n=begin , s t r o b e=n s t p p ) ; fma ( )
p l o t k u r t o s i s ( b e g i n = begin , s t r o b e = n s t p p ) ; fma ( )
# ################### C O M P A R E #######################
i f ( l compare ) :
p l o t c o m p ( r u n s ={ do t1 + c run : { ’ t y p e ’ : ” d o t ” }} , t i t l e t = c f t i t l e ,
b e g i n = begin , s t r o b e = s t r o b e )
i f ( p r i n t m a x e x t e n t ) :
m a x e x f i l e =open ( ” z−maxex ten t ”+ r u n i d +” . d a t ” , ”w” )
i i =0 ;
exec ” z s c a l e = z s c a l e ”+ r u n i d
whi le i i < l e n ( maxex ten t ) :
o u t s t r i n g = s t r ( z s c a l e [ i i ] ) + ’\ t ’+ s t r ( maxex ten t [ i i ] ) + ’\n ’
m a x e x f i l e . w r i t e ( o u t s t r i n g )
i i +=1
m a x e x f i l e . c l o s e ( )
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